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ABSTRACT
Subsurface drainage is an essential water management practice that is partly responsible for
the legendary agricultural productivity of the “corn-belt” region in the United States. Recent
researches indicate that the conventional drainage practice has contributed a large percent-
age of the surface water pollution by agricultural chemicals while the managed drainage
practice can address the environmental concerns as well as the needs for crop yields. The
fully-coupled physically-based hydrology models are important tools for evaluating these en-
vironmental issues and agroeconomic benefits by considering the subsurface drainage prac-
tices into the integrated surface and subsurface flow environment at the agricultural fields.
Our research on the applications of the integrated hydrology model HydroGeoSphere to the
real tile-drained farmlands in Indiana and Illinois yields a new tile drain module that can
simulate both the conventional and managed drainage practices. The new tile drain mod-
ule features the embedded node method for integrating tile drains into the subsurface, the
resistance adjustment method for computing lateral flow into tile drains, the Preissmann
slot method for combining free surface and pressurized flow routings inside tile drains, and
a ghost node flow boundary condition for the free fall and submergence conditions at the
drainage outlet. The new tile drain module is verified with both hypothetical examples and
laboratory experiments. Applications of HydroGeoSphere with the new tile drain module to
2D and 3D agricultural drainage fields are demonstrated and discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The North Central Region in the United States is well-known as one of most productive agri-
cultural lands in the world, producing about 80% of the nation’s corn and soybean crops.
Among the states in this region, Illinois features highly productive but poorly drained Drum-
mer soil and has a large percentage of its farmlands drained by the subsurface drainage
systems. Besides Illinois, other states such as Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Mis-
souri, Ohio and Wisconsin also widely use subsurface drainage systems in the agricultural
farmlands. Subsurface drainage was introduced into North America in the early nineteenth
century and has experienced major developments after the Congress passed the Swamp Land
Acts of 1849 and 1850 (Zucker and Brown, 1998). Its role as a tool for enhancing crop pro-
duction and converting swamps and wetlands into croplands has made drainage increasingly
crucial to agricultural lands. Subsurface drainage creates a well-aerated environment for crop
growth with the installation of tile drains into the near surface soils at a depth of approxi-
mately 1.0 to 1.5 meters. In the farmlands of the Midwest excessve water is often observed
above the surface and in the root zone as a result of heavy rainstorms, land topography, and
low permeability soils. Tile drains provide the excessive water a rapid pathway from the soil
to a surface water outlet so that the crops can suffer less stress due to flooding and better
crops yields can be expected. However, the active economic function of subsurface drainage
needs to be balanced with the growing environmental concerns about the affected surface
and subsurface water quality by agricultural chemicals.
Research and field observation have shown that drainage has both positive and negative
impacts on water quality. It reduces the losses of sediment, phosphorus, and total nutrients
to surface water bodies by reducing total runoff and peak runoff. But it is commonly ob-
served that nitrate-N NO3 losses increased significantly in the drainage water, resulting in
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elevated nitrate concentrations in the receiving water bodies and causing the drinking water
MCL (maximum contamination level) of 10 mg/L designated by the USEPA (United States
Environmental Protection Agency) to be exceeded (David et al., 1997). The resulting nitro-
gen pollution can cause some serious diseases like methemoglobinemia and non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma (David and Gentry , 2000). Recently, the phenomenon of hypoxia in the Gulf of
Mexico has been associated with the large application of N fertilizer on agricultural lands
in the upstream Mississippi Basin watersheds. The retrospective analysis by McIsaac et al.
(2001) indicates that the nitrate flux to the Gulf of Mexico can be reduced by 33% if the
use of N fertilizer in the Mississippi River basin had been cut by 12%. Goolsby et al. (1999)
estimates that the states of Illinois and Iowa contribute 35% of the entire nitrate flux to
the Gulf of Mexico, and 84% of the contribution from the state of Illinois comes from agri-
cultural sources. The US EPA Science Advisory Board finds with recent USGS streamflow
and water quality data that the subbasins from Iowa and Illinois contribute about 29% of
the nitrate flux to the Mississippi River while representing only 7% of the total drainage
area and emphasizes that these subbasins represent the tile-drained corn-soybean landscape
which leaks considerable N under the current management system.
In response to the environmental concerns about the conventional subsurface drainage,
the the managed or controlled drainage practice has been suggested. The managed drainage
practice requires the installation of water control structures at the drainage outlet and con-
trols the drainage outflow by raising or lowering the water level in the control structures
as needed. By minimizing the drainage outflow from agricultural farmlands, the managed
drainage practice can reduce the nitrate transported from the drainage water to the surface
water. In addition, by allowing more water to stay longer in the soils than the conventional
practice, the managed drainage practice promotes the biogeochemical process of denitrifica-
tion for the nitrate concentration in the drainage outflow. The success of managed drainage
practice depends on the optimum operation corresponding to the needs for crop yields as
well as the goals for water quality.
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1.1 Hydrology of Drainage Fields
The hydrologic cycle at agricultural drainage fields consists of six essential processes: precip-
itation, evapotranspiration, infiltration, overland flow, subsurface flow, and tile flow. Among
these, precipitation and evapotranspiration in general dominate the water balance for the
farmlands, especially when the surface and subsurface flows have minimal fluxes across their
boundaries and the tile drains do not exist. Besides the obvious influence of the water bal-
ance, the flow path and residence time determined mainly by the infiltration, overland flow,
subsurface flow and tile flow would also have significant impacts on the solute transport and
transformation. With the illustration in Figure 1.1 some typical flow routes can be easily
recognized for the water and solute particles applied onto the land surface: some particles
infiltrate into the soils, pass through the vadose zone, and then enter the tile drain or reach
the groundwater; the other particles join the overland flow and sometimes converge towards
the land depressions. In order to study such a complicated flow and transport environment
at tile-drained farmlands, all the hydrologic processes need to be integrated together for
consideration and modeling. The following paragraphs describe further the theoretical and
physical bases of these hydrological processes employed in the integrated hydrologic models
except for precipitation, which is merely considered as the model input.
Evapotranspiration (ET) is strongly affected by the meteorological, surface cover, and
subsurface soil conditions. Based on the solar radiation, wind speed, vapor pressure, and
soil and air temperature, the potential evapotranspiration (PET) for certain land covers can
be readily calculated using the physically-based Penman-Monteith equation (Allen et al.,
1998). But it is also popular to apply empirical PET methods to the hydrologic models,
for example, the Thornthwaite method (Thornthwaite, 1948) which is used in DRAINMOD
(Skaggs , 1980). Because the ET process removes water from surface ponds and subsur-
face soils and extracts water from plant leaves by root uptake in the root zone, the actual
evapotranspiration (AET) is obtained after the PET has been limited by the surface water
depth, soil moisture content and plant root depth. Therefore, the AET can be employed as
the boundary flux for the subsurface flow, or the PET can be applied as distributed sinks
that are functions of the surface and subsurface water and crop roots, for modeling the ET
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process hydrologically.
Infiltration denotes the hydrologic process of water penetrating into the soil from the land
surface that is mainly controlled by the rainfall, surface flow depth, soil moisture, and soil
hydraulic conductivity. Green and Ampt (1911) modeled the infiltration as a sharp wet-
ting front moving from the upper saturated soil towards the lower unsaturated soil with
an analytical solution. Horton (1933) developed an empirical infiltration equation based on
his field observations that the infiltration rate usually decreases to a constant rate when
the infiltration capacity decreases. The infiltration capacity was defined as the maximum
infiltration rate that could be obtained under certain antecedent surface and subsurface con-
ditions. Nevertheless, the more physically-based approach is to describe the infiltration as a
Darcian flow process governed by the water pressure gradient across the land surface and the
hydraulic conductivity of the top soils (Freeze, 1972; Akan and Yen, 1981; Therrien et al.,
2006). The Darcian approach has been employed extensively in the integrated hydrologic
models because it also treats the exfiltration process automatically when the infiltration be-
comes negative (VanderKwaak , 1999; Morita and Yen, 2002; Panday and Huyakorn, 2004;
Therrien et al., 2006). The infiltration and exfiltration together account for the water ex-
change phenomenon between the surface and subsurface. In the next chapter for literature
review further details on the surface and subsurface flow coupling are provided.
The overland flow has two generation mechanisms that are generally recognized: the
infiltration excess overland flow and the saturation overland flow. Horton (1933) explained
the infiltration excess overland flow as the surface runoff generated from the rainfall intensity
in excess of the infiltration capacity, which decreases as the rain infiltrates and saturates the
soil from above. The Hortonian overland flow is commonly seen in arid areas, irrigated areas
and urban areas, and generally dominates in the agricultural fields of the Midwest, where
the soils have low permeabilities and the rain storms have strong intensities. The saturation
overland flow can be found in the humid and densely-vegetated regions. It states that the
valley bottoms and hollows arrive at saturation faster than other locations in the watershed
as the groundwater table rises during rainstorms and then the surface runoff is generated
when the precipitation falls directly onto the saturated areas or some shallow subsurface
water flows quickly along the hillslope and then exfiltrates onto the saturated areas (Hewlett
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and Hibbert , 1967; Dunne and Black , 1970; Dunne and Leopold , 1978; O’Loughlin, 1981).
Although overland flow differs greatly from channel flow due to its thin flow depth, it is
usually modeled with the same non-inertia wave form of the Saint-Venant equation that
governs channel flow. According to Akan and Yen (1981), Hromadka et al. (1987), and
Govindaraju and Kavvas (1991), the non-inertia wave equation has a compact diffusive
form, handles the back water effect, reduces computational costs and preserves accuracy.
The derivation and validation of the non-inertia wave equation for overland flow can be
found in Yen (1973) and Morita and Yen (2002), respectively.
The subsurface flow is typically modeled with the Richards equation by neglecting the
influence of air, heat, and non-aqueous phase liquids, and assuming matrix flow under cap-
illary and gravity forces (Freeze and Cherry , 1979). The solution to the Richards equation
also requires the constitutive relationship among the pressure, soil moisture, and hydraulic
conductivity for the variably-saturated subsurface media, and the empirical constitutive
equations by Mualem (1976) and van Genuchten (1980) are often used. However, field mea-
surements often demonstrate the significance of preferential flow paths, which cannot be
simulated with the Richards equation. The preferential flow can transport solutes rapidly
through high conductive macropore pathways, which are made of surface cracks, worm holes,
root channels, etc. in the agricultural fields (Beven and Germann, 1982). To account for
preferential flow, many types of empirical and conceptual methods have been developed. The
simpler approaches entail calibrating the hydraulic conductivity, modifying the pressure - hy-
draulic conductivity function (Mohanty et al., 1997), or replacing the Richards equation with
the kinematic wave approximation (Shalit and Steenhuis , 1996); while the more advanced
approaches are the dual-porosity, dual permeability, or mobile-immobile models (Ga¨rdena¨s
et al., 2006). Yet these methods should be applied with great care since the good matches be-
tween the solution and field measurements at one or a couple of locations by adding model
parameters may not truly reflect the physical reality of the subsurface flow (Haws et al.,
2005).
Each subsurface drainage system is a network of tile drains. The tile flow can be divided
into two processes: the lateral flow towards the tile from the soil and the flow routing along
the network towards the outlet. The lateral flow largely determines the effectiveness of
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drainage systems in removing excessive water in the soil, and relies on many factors, such as
the drain diameter, number and size of perforations, pressure gradient across the drain wall,
soil hydraulic conductivity, and so on. Hooghoudt (1940) proposed a steady flow equation
for parallel tiles under constant recharge; Kirkham (1949) provided an analytical solution to
the tiles under a ponded surface; Fipps et al. (1986) summarizes four numerical methods for
representing the tile as a boundary condition, and Cooke et al. (2000) found an analytical
solution for the transient flow to a single tile. All these studies are for 2D domains so that
only the lateral flow has been considered. The flow routing describes the flow inside the
tile network, thus determining the water surface inside the tile and the final hydrograph at
the outlet. It plays a role when the travel time for the lateral flow from entrance to outlet
differs in the network, which can be recognized in large and irregular drainage systems or
where the land surface is uneven. MacQuarrrie and Sudicky (1996) imposed the non-inertia
wave flow routing for a single tile directly onto the 3D subsurface flow. Badiger (2001)
combined the 2D subsurface flow with the kinematic-wave flow routing in a tile network
initially proposed by Garcia and Cooke (2000), and Yue (2004) coupled the 3D subsurface
flow with the non-inertia wave flow routing for irregular drainage systems. In this thesis
study a fully-coupled physically-based tile drain module has been developed for simulating
both the free and pressurized -surface flows inside the tile on the basis of MacQuarrrie and
Sudicky (1996) who models the flow inside the drains as laminar flow. Further details on
this new tile drain model can be found in Chapter 4.
1.2 Integrated Hydrologic Modeling
The physically-based numerical modeling of hydrologic processes with all types of coupling
models has long been an active research field in hydrology. Of all the issues related to
this field the coupling of surface and subsurface flow has received the greatest attention.
According to Morita and Yen (2002) and Panday and Huyakorn (2004) the methods for
coupling surface and subsurface flow can be classified into three levels, which from the
lowest to the highest sophistication are the time-lagging, iterative and fully coupled method.
In the time-lagging methods the surface flow, infiltration, and subsurface flow are solved
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sequentially once for each numerical timestep. Although Fairbanks et al. (2001) and LaBolle
and Fogg (2001) argued that this approach is numerically weak and unreliable, it still can
reproduce some benchmark results with fairly good accuracy (Pinder and Sauer , 1971; Akan
and Yen, 1981), which may be attributed to the use of small timesteps. In the iterative
coupling methods the surface flow, infiltration, and subsurface flow are solved sequentially
and then repeated until the infiltration becomes stable. The applications of this method can
be found in Freeze (1972) and Morita and Yen (2002) for coupling the subsurface flow with
the channel and overland flow, respectively. In the fully coupled methods the surface and
subsurface flow are assembled into one system to be solved simultaneously (VanderKwaak ,
1999; Therrien et al., 2006; Kollet and Maxwell , 2006). In order to better understand
the current status of research with the fully coupled method, the most popular integrated
hydrologic models are reviewed below.
The InHM model developed by VanderKwaak (1999) at the University of Waterloo is the
first published integrated hydrologic model. It assembles the flow or transport in the surface
(overland and channel) and subsurface (porous media, dual continuum, and fractures) all
together using the first-order coupling relationship, e.g. the Darcy equation for infiltration
VanderKwaak (1999). With the subsurface module built on the three-dimensional subsur-
face flow and transport code FRAC3DVS (Therrien and Sudicky , 1996) InHM employs the
control volume finite element method (see Chapter 3 and Appendix A for more details),
fully implicit Newton iteration method, and efficient iterative matrix solvers for fast and
robust numerical solutions. Ever since its publication InHM has been applied to a variety
of field studies, e.g. the investigation of streamflow generation mechanism at the field site
located at CFB Borden in Ontario, Canada (VanderKwaak and Sudicky , 2000), numerical
experiments on preferential flow mechanisms for solute transport in fractured tuff at Yucca
Mountain (McLaren et al., 2000), and simulations of hydrologic responses for the R-5 catch-
ment located at Chickasha, Oklahoma (Vanderkwaak and Loague, 2001). The InHM model
has been made public online under the GNU General Public License by its author but only
limited support is provided.
The HydroGeoSphere model, a successor to InHM, is another integrated hydrologic model
developed at the University of Waterloo, which combines the FRAC3DVS code for subsur-
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face modules and the surface component of the MODHMS model by HydroGeoLogic, Inc.
Besides the fully coupled flow and transport simulation HydroGeoSphere incorporates the
options for hydromechanical coupling, density flow, travel time probability, and etc. Since
HydroGeoSphere will be applied in this thesis study, a detailed examination of this model is
provided in Chapter 2. The MODHMS model, as a counterpart of HydroGeoSphere, was de-
veloped by HydroGeoLogic, Inc. on the basis the USGS groundwater simulator MODFLOW
(Harbaugh et al., 2000). Since MODHMS is a commercial software it is mainly applied for
engineering applications, such as flow over structures, levee failure, saltwater intrusion, and
so on. However, the fully coupled method in MODHMS follows the same approach in InHM.
Another popular integrated hydrologic model was developed by Kollet and Maxwell (2006)
at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory by adding a surface flow module to the three-
dimensional finite difference subsurface flow code ParFlow (Jones and Woodward , 2001). The
fully-coupled method in this model is different than the models above in that the surface flow
is incorporated as a free-surface flow boundary condition for the subsurface flow so that no
separate numerical mesh is needed for the surface domain (Kollet and Maxwell , 2006). One
of the advantages with this model is that it utilizes the Newton-Krylov method in the parallel
computing framework so that very fast solutions can be obtained for large problems. This
model was verified through a number of numerical experiments and then used to simulate
both the infiltration excess and saturation overland flow (Kollet and Maxwell , 2006). Ap-
plications of this model include the investigation of soil moisture effects on the atmospheric
boundary layer by coupling with the land surface and atmosphere models (Maxwell et al.,
2007) and the quantification of subsurface heterogeneity on the Hortonian runoff generation
(Maxwell and Kollet , 2008).
1.3 Research Objectives and Scope
This research is undertaken to develop a fully-coupled physically-based new tile drain module
in HydroGeoSphere in response to the importance of the conventional and managed subsur-
face drainage practices and the inadequate physical base of the original tile drain module in
HydroGeoSphere. The specific objectives of this study can be summarized as follows:
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1. To analyze the resistance adjustment method, drain conductance method and multi-
node approach for modeling the subsurface flow to tile drains.
2. To develop a fully-coupled physically-based approach for integrating the tile drains
into the subsurface media.
3. To implement the Preissmann slot method for combining both the free surface and
pressurized flow for modeling the tile drains under complex surface and subsurface
flow environments.
4. To compare the single and dual domain methods for applying the fully-coupled physically-
based approach to real subsurface drainage fields.
1.4 Figures
Figure 1.1: The hydrologic cycle at the tile-drained farmlands.
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CHAPTER 2
OVERVIEW OF HYDROGEOSPHERE
The HydroGeoSphere model is the outcome of the research efforts led by the Groundwater
Simulations Group at the University of Waterloo and joined by numerous users all over the
world ever since the mid 1990s (Therrien et al., 2006). But it is worthy to note that the
first generation code of this model was called InHM (Integrated Hydrologic Model) devel-
oped by VanderKwaak (1999) on the basis of the three-dimensional subsurface flow and
transport code FRAC3DVS (Therrien and Sudicky , 1996). InHM was then the first pub-
lished integrated hydrologic model that solves the surface and subsurface flow and transport
simultaneously (VanderKwaak , 1999) and is now continuously maintained and applied at
Stanford University (Vanderkwaak and Loague, 2001). Following the numerical coupling ap-
proach from InHM, Therrien et al. (2006) developed the HydroGeoSphere model by combin-
ing FRAC3DVS and the surface flow package of the MODHMS model from HydroGeoLogic,
Inc. The continuing development, technical support, world-wide applications and adaption
with ArcGIS have now made HydroGeoSphere one of the most rigorous tools for integrated
hydrologic simulations and complex water management solutions at all scales from field to
continent.
The conceptualization of HydroGeoSphere is comprised of all the key components of the
natural hydrologic cycle, such as overland flow, channel flow, evapotranspiration, infiltration,
and subsurface flow, as well as many water management practices, such as irrigation, well
pumping, and tile drainage. Meanwhile, each natural flow component or water management
practice in HydroGeoSphere is accompanied by a solute transport counterpart, whenever
the transport process is applicable, for studying the environmental impacts of point and
non-point pollution sources. A summary of the simulation capabilities of HydroGeoSphere
is given in Table 2.1.
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2.1 Governing Equations
In this section the mathematical description of overland flow, porous media flow, and tile
flow is duplicated here one by one; further information about the model can be obtained from
the User’s Manual of HydroGeoSphere by Therrien et al. (2006). It should be noted that the
Einstein summation convention will be used hereafter for the convenience and succinctness
in displaying partial differential equations.
The unsteady shallow water equation solved by HydroGeoSphere is the two-dimensional
depth-averaged non-inertia wave equation as shown in equation (2.1).
∂
∂t
(φoψo)− ∂
∂xi
(
ψoKo,i
∂ (ψo + zo)
∂xi
)
− Γo ±Qo = 0 (i = 1, 2) (2.1)
where the subscript o refers to the overland component; the subscript xi refers to the spatial
coordinates x and y; t denotes the time coordinate, respectively; zo and ψo are the surface
elevation and pressure heads [L], respectively; φo is a surface flow porosity which equals
to unity for flow over a smooth surface and varies between zero and unity from at the land
surface to above the rills and obstructions for flow over an uneven surface; Γo is the exchange
flux between the surface and subsurface flows [LT−1]; Qo denotes the sources and sinks
[LT−1]; and Ko,i denotes the surface flow conductances in the x and y directions [LT−1] and
can be derived from the Chezy equation (Chow et al., 1988) as equation (2.2), respectively.
Ko,i = Co,iψo
1
2
∣∣∣∣∂ (ψo + zo)∂s
∣∣∣∣− 12 (i = 1, 2) (2.2)
where Co,i denotes the friction coefficients of the Chezy equation in the x and y directions
[L1/2T−1] and s is taken as the direction of the maximum water surface slope. It should be
noted that the surface flow conductances can also be derived from the Manning’s equation
or the Darcy-Weisbach equation (Chow et al., 1988) without affecting the formulation of the
governing equation (2.1) (Morita and Yen, 2002; Therrien et al., 2006).
The governing equation for the unsteady incompressible laminar flow in the porous media
solved by HydroGeoSphere is the three-dimensional Richards equation as shown in equation
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(2.3).
(
SsSw
∂ψ
∂t
+ θs
∂Sw
∂t
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
KijKr
∂ (ψ + z)
∂xj
)
+
∑
Γex ±Q = 0 (i, j = 1, 2, 3) (2.3)
where ψ and z are the water pressure and elevation heads [L], respectively; θs, Sw, Ss, and Kr
are the saturated water content, the saturation degree, the specific storage coefficient [L−1]
and the relative permeability of the porous media, respectively; Kij denotes the anisotropic
saturated hydraulic conductivities [LT−1] in which the subscript i indicates the coordinate
direction and the subscript j the orthogonal direction of the principal flow direction; Γex
represents the exchange fluxes [T−1] between the porous media and other components; and
Q denotes the sources and sinks [T−1]. To complete the Richards equation the constitutive
relationship among the saturation degree Sw, the relative permeability Kr and the pressure
head ψ for the porous media must be applied. For example, the van Genuchten equation
(2.4) (van Genuchten, 1980) and the Mualem equation (2.5) (Mualem, 1976) can be used
for describing the saturation-pressure and permeability-saturation relations, respectively.
Se =

(
1 + |αψ|β)−ν for ψ < 0
1 for ψ ≥ 0
(2.4)
Kr = Se
1
2
(
1−
(
1− Se 1ν
)ν)2
(2.5)
where Se is the relative saturation degree given by equation (2.6); α is the inverse of the
air-entry pressure [L−1]; β is the pore-size distribution index; and ν is a parameter given by
equation (2.7).
Se =
Sw − Swr
1− Swr (2.6)
ν = 1− 1
β
(2.7)
where Swr is the residual saturation degree. There are also other methods for depicting the
constitutive relationship and many of them have already been coded into the HydroGeo-
Sphere model.
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The unsteady flow in tile drains modeled by HydroGeoSphere is assumed to be shallow
laminar flow and has been described with the one-dimensional form of the continuity equation
of the Saint-Venant equations as shown in equation (2.8).
∂At
∂t
− ∂
∂l
(
AtKtKtr
∂ (ψt + zt)
∂l
)
− ΓtLt +Qt = 0 (2.8)
where the subscript t refers to the tile component; l refers to the tile length direction; At
is the wetted area [L2] of the drain pipes as given in equation (2.9); ψt and zt are the
water pressure and elevation heads [L] of the drain pipes; Kt is the tile flow conductance
[LT−1] given by equation (2.10) (Dingman, 1994); Ktr is the relative permeability of the tile
drains; Γt denotes the exchange fluxes between the tile and the porous media [L
2T−1]; and
Qt denotes the sources and sinks [L
2T−1].
At = ψtwt (2.9)
Kt =
ρgψt
2
3µ
(2.10)
where wt is the width of the drain pipes.
2.2 Numerical Implementation
The popularity of HydroGeoSphere attributes largely to its numerical features and computa-
tional advantages, which include the spatial discretization (VanderKwaak , 1999), the CVFE
(Control Volume Finite Element) method (Forsyth, 1988; Forsyth and Simpson, 1991; Ther-
rien and Sudicky , 1996), the finite difference technique (Panday et al., 1993), the Newton-
Raphson iteration method, the numerical evaluation of Jacobian entries (Kropinski , 1990),
the ILU-preconditioned ORTHOMIN matrix solver (Behie and Forsyth, 1984), and the adap-
tive time stepping technique. This section provides only a brief description of these numerical
benefits by discussing the solution of the coupled equation for overland flow, porous media
flow and tile flow. Further information can be found from the User’s Manual (Therrien
et al., 2006) and the references therein.
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The selection of numerical grids for integrated hydrologic modeling needs consideration of
the spatial properties of each hydrologic domain, the applicability of the numerical method,
the coupling approach between each pair of components, and the required numerical accu-
racy. In HydroGeoSphere only the elementary elements are utilized in the spatial discretiza-
tion in order to simplify the numerical solution and reduce the computational burden. For
example, triangular and quadrilateral elements are applied for the 2D surface; triangular
prisms, hexahedral blocks, and tetrahedral elements for the 3D subsurface; and line elements
for the 1D tile drains. Figure 2.1 shows half of a typical finite element gird in HydroGeo-
Sphere representing the 2D surface, the 3D subsurface, and a single tile drain. It can also
be observed from Figure 2.1 that each surface or tile drain node corresponds properly with a
subsurface element node. Obviously, this coincidence is required for ensuring proper coupling
between different hydrologic components.
By employing the linear basis functions for interpolating the nodal pressure head in each
element, the standard Galerkin method becomes the CVFE method (Forsyth, 1988), which
is similar to a vertex-centered finite volume method and thus preserves the local mass bal-
ance. With the CVFE method, the mass lumping technique, and the fully-implicit scheme
(Therrien and Sudicky , 1996) the governing equations (2.1), (2.3), and (2.8) for overland
flow, porous media flow, and tile flow can be transformed into the discrete equations (2.11),
(2.12), and (2.13), respectively, when sources and sinks do not appear and the zero-flux
condition is enforced at all the boundaries.
(
ψL+1o,I − ψLo,I
) ao,I
∆t
=
∑
J∈ηo,I
(
γL+1o,IJ λ
L+1
o,IJχo,IJ
)
+ (Γoao)I∈ηop (2.11)
[
(Sw,ISs,IψI + θs,ISw,I)
L+1 − (Sw,ISs,IψI + θs,ISw,I)L
] vI
∆t
=
∑
J∈ηI
(
γL+1IJ λ
L+1
IJ χIJ
)− (Γoao)I∈ηpo − (Γtlt)I∈ηpt (2.12)
(
ψL+1t,I − ψLt,I
) wt,I lt,I
∆t
=
∑
J∈ηt,I
(
γL+1t,IJ λ
L+1
t,IJ χt,IJ
)
+ (Γtlt)I∈ηtp (2.13)
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where the superscript L denotes the numerical time level; the subscripts I and J denote
the nodal indices on the numerical grid; ηI , ηo,I and ηt,I are the sets of porous media,
overland, and tile drain neighbor nodes of the node I, respectively; ηop and ηpo are the sets
of surface nodes connected with the porous media and the porous media nodes connected
with the surface, respectively; ηtp and ηpt are the sets of tile drain nodes connected with the
porous media and the porous media nodes connected with tile drains, respectively; ∆t is the
numerical timestep [T]; ao,I , vI , and lt,I are the control area, control volume, and control
length of the node I given by equations (2.14), (2.15), and (2.16), respectively:
ao,I =
∫
a
No,Ida (2.14)
vI =
∫
v
NIdv (2.15)
lt,I =
∫
l
Nt,Idl (2.16)
where No,I , NI , and Nt,I are the bilinear, trilinear, and linear basis functions, respectively;
γo,IJ , γIJ , and γt,IJ are the head differences given by equations (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19),
respectively:
γo,IJ = (ψo,J + zo,J)− (ψo,I + zo,I) (2.17)
γIJ = (ψJ + zJ)− (ψI + zI) (2.18)
γt,IJ = (ψt,J + zt,J)− (ψt,I + zt,I) (2.19)
λo,IJ , λIJ , and λt,IJ are the conductance parameters give by equations (2.20), (2.21), and
(2.22), respectively:
λo,IJ = (ψoKo,i)ups (2.20)
λIJ = (KijKr)ups (2.21)
λt,IJ = (AtKtKtr)ups (2.22)
where ups denotes the upstream node of the nodes I and J ; and χo,IJ , χIJ , and χt,IJ are
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the integration parameters given by equations (2.23), (2.24), and (2.25), respectively:
χo,IJ =
∫
ao,I
No,I
xi
No,J
xj
da (2.23)
χIJ =
∫
vI
NI
xi
NJ
xj
dv (2.24)
χt,IJ =
∫
lt,I
Nt,I
l
Nt,J
l
dl (2.25)
The discrete governing equations (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) are nodal-based with the the first
and second brackets on the left hand side denoting the mass change of the center node and
the fluxes contributing from the neighbor nodes, respectively, and the terms on the right
hand side denoting the exchange fluxes between different domains. By manipulating the
influence coefficients (Huyakorn et al., 1984) of the flux terms the discrete equations can
be simplified into true finite volume schemes (Panday et al., 1993). As shown in Figure
2.2 the nine point scheme for the overland flow changes to a five point scheme and the
twenty-seven point scheme for the porous media flow to a seven point scheme. Evidently,
the computation can be greatly reduced this way so that this finite volume approximation
will always be chosen for the simulations in this research.
Through the Newton-Raphson method the system of Jacobian equations, Ax = b, for the
coupled system of surface flow, porous media flow and tile flow can be set up as shown in
Figure 2.3. The vector x is the unknown vector for pressure heads in which the porous media
nodes are aligned above the surface nodes. The tile drain nodes are mingled with the porous
media in the x vector since only the common node coupling option is available for tile drains
in HydroGeoSphere which will be further discussed in the Section 4.2. The vector b is the
residual vector, each entry of which is obtained by evaluating a nodal corresponding discrete
equation at the old Newton iteration levels. The matrix A is the Jacobian matrix, whose
entries are numerically evaluated through equation (2.26), which was proposed by Kropinski
(1990).
F rIJ =
f rI
ψJ
≈ f
r
I (ψ
r
J + )− f rI (ψrJ)

(2.26)
where the superscript r represents the Newton iteration level; FIJ is the Jacobian entry for
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the influence of node J on the node I; fI is the residual equation (the discrete governing
equation evaluation at the Newton iteration level r) for the node I; and  is is a small
disturbance value to the pressure head at the node I.
At each Newton iteration level the system of Jacobian equations is solved with the ILU-
preconditioned ORTHOMIN matrix solver (Behie and Forsyth, 1984) until the maximum
pressure head change falls below the convergence limit. This matrix solver is very fast and
efficient for large matrices because the Incomplete LU preconditioner can transform the sys-
tem to a better conditioned matrix and increase the convergence rate, and the ORTHOMIN
accelerator can guarantee solution for both nonsymmetric and symmetric matrices and even
reduce to the conjugate residual method for the latter (Saad , 2003). A number of adaptive
time stepping techniques (Forsyth and Sammon, 1986) are also incorporated into HydroGeo-
Sphere which allow continuously increases in the numerical timestep when the dependent
variable, e.g. the pressure head, does not experience significant changes. Obviously, compu-
tational burden can be efficiently reduced with the time stepping technique, especially for
some long-term large-scale hydrologic simulations.
2.3 Coupling of Surface and Subsurface
The coupling of physical processes above the surface and below the subsurface can be con-
ducted in many different ways. In Section 1.1 three different levels in hydrological coupling
are discussed and the superiority of the integrated coupling approach is discussed. Here, the
implementation of the integrated coupling in HydroGeoSphere will be introduced. From this
introduction and the inspection of Darcy fluxes we find that a necessary step for constraining
the exchange fluxes is still missing in HydroGeoSphere. So, a physically-based procedure is
proposed to reduce the possible mass error which can occur when the exchange fluxes are
not constrained.
At the interface between land surface and porous media the water moves in the form of
either infiltration, exfiltration or evaporation. In hydrologic models the evaporation process
is typically modeled as distributed sinks for the surface and subsurface water because it
is mainly determined by the weather factors, such as wind, temperature, humidity, and
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radiation, and represents only the flux from porous media to atmosphere. The infiltration
and exfiltration processes are dependent on both the surface and subsurface flow regimes and
comprise the exchange fluxes to be considered in the surface and subsurface flow coupling.
It is well-known in the hydrological science that infiltration can be described empirically
with the Green-Ampt equation or the Horton’s equation, yet a more physically-based view
of it can be obtained by considering it as the upper boundary flux for the subsurface flow.
Exfiltration is the reverse process of infiltration and typically occurs as seepage outflow along
the hillslopes, which can also be considered as the side boundary flux for the subsurface flow.
Therefore, the two processes can both be modeled with the Darcy equation (2.27).
qie = K
topKtopr
(
ψo − ψtop
∆z∗
)
(2.27)
where the subscript ie refers to the infiltration and exfiltration processes; the superscript
top refers to the soil near the surface; q denotes the flux term [LT−1]; and ∆Z∗ denotes a
vertical length below the surface.
In HydroGeoSphere two approaches were implemented for coupling the surface and sub-
surface flow: the common node approach and the dual node approach. The common node
approach derived from adding together the discrete governing equations (2.11) and (2.12)
for the overland and porous media flows eliminates the common terms for the infiltration
and exfiltration fluxes and equates the hydraulic heads for the overland flow to those in
the near-surface porous media. This approach does not evaluate the surface/subsurface ex-
change fluxes directly so that it has difficulties in constraining the exchange fluxes within
the physical range. As observed in many simulations this approach can cause numerical
convergence difficulties and then model crashes. Thus, the common node approach will not
be utilized for this research.
The other coupling method is called the dual node approach. In this approach the infil-
tration and exfiltration fluxes are directly evaluated using the Darcy equation (2.27). Kollet
and Maxwell (2006) argued that this approach is less physically-based by inserting a hypo-
thetical layer of thickness ∆z∗ between the land surface and porous media. Their confusion
about ∆z∗ probably arised from its name, coupling length, given by VanderKwaak (1999)
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and Therrien et al. (2006). As shown in Figure 2.4 the coupling layer can be defined as the
actual soil layer with a depth of ∆z∗ from the land surface, in which the exchange flux is eval-
uated in the vertical direction with the Darcy equation while the lateral fluxes are neglected.
The concept of coupling length has also been utilized extensively in many sequentially and
iteratively -coupled hydrologic models. For example, Pinder and Sauer (1971) referred to
∆z∗ as the thickness of the the bottom sediment and Morita and Yen (2002) called this a
thin layer of the top soil just below the soil surface in which the piezometric head varies
approximately with the depth. Such interpretation of the coupling length allows the dual
node coupling to be flexible on the method for computing the exchange fluxes. If necessary,
numerical or empirical methods other than the Darcy equation can be applied.
It can be realized from above that the accurate evaluation of the infiltration and exfiltration
processes is crucial to the success of the dual node coupling approach. Consequently, the
applicability of the Darcy flux becomes the main concern. Equation (2.27) shows that the
Darcy flux can be influenced simultaneously by the surface and subsurface pressure heads,
which implies one of the main motivations for coupling the surface and subsurface flow
together. The Darcy flux can also be affected by the hydraulic conductivity K and vertical
length ∆z∗ of the soil layer near the surface. It increases with the hydraulic conductivity
but decreases with the coupling length. Unfortunately, both of these two parameters have
no definite values. The surface soil hydraulic conductivity can be greatly modified by the
presence of cracks, fractures, dead roots and worm holes and the coupling length is usually
manually chosen by experience. All these uncertainties can result in errors at evaluating
the infiltration and exfiltration fluxes and the problem could become even worse when the
surface water depth is small and the top soil is very dry, which usually creates artificial large
infiltration and overdried surface. In HydroGeoSphere the partial dependence of the relative
conductivity Kr on the surface water depth can alleviate these problems but has never been
the safest way of controlling the uncertain Darcy flux. Presently, the step of constraining
the exchange fluxes within the physical range is either ignored or not intuitive in the fully-
coupled hydrologic models (Therrien et al., 2006; Kollet and Maxwell , 2006) although it
has always been a natural step applied to other hydrologic models. Morita and Yen (2002)
compared the infiltrability with the rainwater supply rate to obtain the actual infiltration
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rate in their iteratively-coupled surface and subsurface flow model. They computed the
infiltrability using the Darcy equation similar to Equation (2.27) and the rain water supply
rate by adding the rainfall rate and the ratio of the surface water depth to the numerical
time interval. In light of this, a similar procedure is developed for HydroGeoSphere as shown
in equation (2.28), which also incorporates a constraint on the exfiltration rate.
qactie =
 min{ψo/∆t+ Ir, qie} if qie >= 0−min{Ktop,−qie} if qie < 0 (2.28)
where the superscript act refers to the actual exchange fluxes and Ir denotes the rainfall
rate. In the model equation (2.28) will be applied wherever the infiltration and exfiltration
fluxes are evaluated, for example, in the residual vector and Jacobian matrix.
For demonstrating the benefits of constraining the exchange fluxes the verification example
of HydroGeoSpherebased on the conjunctive surface-subsurface flow study of Smith and
Woolhiser (1971) is presented here. Smith and Woolhiser (1971) measured the surface flow
and the soil saturation profile during applying 15-minute rainfall at 25 cm/hour onto the
surface of a 1220 cm x 5.1 cm x 122 cm soil flume tilted at a slope of one percent. In the
experiment the rain infiltrated into the flume first, the top soils became saturated, and then
the surface flow developed. As shown in Figure 2.5 the overland flow at the outflow boundary
can be modeled reasonably well with HydroGeoSphere. Therrien et al. (2006) has showed
that the problem of early initiation of simulated hydrographs can be fixed by applying
the Darcy-Weisbach equation for the surface flow conductance in equation (2.1). Figure
2.5 shows also that the HydroGeoSphere model updated with exchange flux constraints
simulates similar flow hydrograph to the original model; however, a clear difference between
the two models can be found in the simulated infiltration fluxes. As shown in Figure 2.6
the infiltration simulated by the original HydroGeoSphere model is always less than the
rain flux, implying that the water ponds above the surface from the beginning; however,
the infiltration simulated by the HydroGeoSphere model with exchange flux constraints is
similar to the rain flux so that the surface is kept dry and all the rain infiltrates at the
beginning. It is already known from Figure 2.5 that the observed overland flow starts at a
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very late time, therefore, the simulation with the updated model can be believed to represent
the experiment condition better than the one with the original model. The over-estimation
of infiltration by the updated model occurred in a very short time and can be caused by
either manually-set initial surface water depths or simulation initialization errors.
2.4 Figures and Tables
Table 2.1: Flow, transport and boundary components in HydroGeoSphere.
Model Units Domain Process Dimension
Surface Subsurface Flow Transport Boundary
interception
√ √
evapotranspiration
√ √ √
overland
√ √ √
2
channels
√ √ √
1
infiltration
√ √ √
porous media
√ √ √
3
seepage
√ √ √ √
discrete fractures
√ √ √
3
dual continuum
√ √ √
3
dual porosity
√ √
3
wells
√ √ √
1
tile drains
√ √ √
1
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Figure 2.1: A cut-in-half HydroGeoSphere numerical grid representing the surface, the
porous media and a tile drain with triangular elements (black line), hexahedral blocks
(black line), and line elements (red line), respectively.
Figure 2.2: The comparison of the Finite Volume approximation (FV) and the Control
Volume Finite Element method (CVFE) in 2D and 3D domains.
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Figure 2.3: A schematic of the system of Jacobian equations solved by HydroGeoSphere for
the integrated surface, porous media and tile flow.
Figure 2.4: An illustration of the concept of coupling length used by the dual node
coupling approach in HydroGeoSphere.
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Figure 2.5: Overland flow hydrographs for simulation of the Smith and Woolhiser (1971)
study.
Figure 2.6: Rainfall and infiltration for simulation of the Smith and Woolhiser (1971)
study.
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CHAPTER 3
2D MODELING OF GROUNDWATER FLOW TO
TILE DRAINS: RESISTANCE ADJUSTMENT AND
DRAIN CONDUCTANCE
3.1 Introduction
While modeling the 2D groundwater flow to tile drains, the first problem to encounter is a
correct representation of tile drains in the numerical mesh. Fipps et al. (1986) summarized
the previously applied methods of representating drains as a boundary condition in finite
elements and classfied them into two categories: multi-node and single node approaches.
The multi-node approach approximates the circular cross section of the drain as a hole in
the mesh and applies the Dirichlet boundary condition (BC) to the circumference of the
hole. The single-node approach, which simplify the drain as a single mesh node, consists of
three methods: specified flux, specified head, and resistance adjustment (RA), which applies
the Neumann BC, a Dirichlet BC, and a Dirichlet BC with adjusted hydraulic conductivity
near the drain, respectively. The RA method was originated by Vimoke and Taylor (1962),
who used electric analog experiments (see Appendix B.2) to predict the flow of ponded water
to drain tubes by adjusting the resistance of resistors around the drain with a set of factors
(Cra), expressed as a function of the ratio of the drain radius and the square mesh around
the drain. Hereafter, the RA method by Vimoke and Taylor (1962) will be referred to as the
RA-VT method. It should be noted that the RA factor Cra is for modifying the hydraulic
conductivity around the drain and has nothing to do with the entrance resistance that occurs
when the groundwater flows toward and penetrates into the actual drain. The entrance
resistance is usually accounted in the numerical models by employing a completely permeable
drain with a small effective radius which gives the same resistance to groundwater flow as the
actual drain with limited openings. The effective drain radii are experimently determined
and further details can be found in Skaggs and Tang (1979) and Mohammad and Skaggs
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(1983). Fipps et al. (1986) first compared the multi-node and single node approaches to the
analytical solution for the steady state drainage flow under ponded surface (see Appendix
B.3) and then compared the three single node methods to the multi-node approach on
transient drainage cases. They concluded that the multi-node approach is the most accurate
and the specified flux and specified head methods can produce large errors in calculating
the drain flow rates and/or pressure heads, and they suggested that the RA-VT method be
applied where both accurate flow rates and pressure heads are needed.
Although the RA method has been widely applied to simulate the groundwater flow and
solute transport in the tile-drained fields (Ko¨hne et al., 2006; Ko¨hne and Gerke, 2005; Haws
et al., 2005), the use of the RA-VT factors is questionable. Fipps et al. (1986) did not specify
the RA-VT factors used for their finite element meshes. Rogers and Fouss (1989) suggested
that one-half of the RA-VT factor be used with the mesh configuration in Fipps et al. (1986)
and pointed out that Fipps et al. (1986) did not provide a general solution over a range of grid
systems. MacQuarrrie and Sudicky (1996) were able to reproduce the numerical experiments
in Fipps et al. (1986) without applying the RA-VT factor to the fine square mesh around
the drain node in their three-dimensional finite element model. Sˇim˚unek et al. (1999) wrote
that the RA-VT factor needs to be reduced by a factor of 4 (Sˇim˚unek et al., 1994) for their
finite element model Hydrus2D. In fact, the efforts to try the RA-VT factors on the single
node approach would only produce relatively accurate or inaccurate solutions. The reasons
are that (1) the RA-VT factors are determined based on the resistance between the drain
wall and adjacent nodes while the resistance between the drain center and adjacent nodes is
to be adjusted (see Appendix B.2), and (2) the RA factor should not be simply a function
of the ratio of drain radius to mesh size, but also depends on the hydraulic conductivity,
numerical method, etc. By contrast, the correct RA factor can be obtained quickly through
calibration for the specific mesh configuration, hydraulic conductivity and numerical method
since the RA method was made from modeling the steady state flow of ponded water to drain
tubes only. For example, Gallichand (1993) developed a new set of RA factors for the finite
difference meshes used with MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988).
Another single node method often applied in practice is the drain conductance (DC)
method which models the drain as a head-dependent sink. McDonald and Harbaugh (1988)
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explained the DC method in the DRAIN package of MODFLOW that the groundwater flow
to tile drain can be approximated as the product of the DC parameter (Cdc) and the head
difference between the nearby aquifer and tile drain (see Appendix B.1). In this chapter the
DC parameter per drain length is considered so that the DC parameter has the same physical
unit as the hydraulic conductivity [L/T]. McDonald and Harbaugh (1988) emphasized that
the DC parameter has no general formulation and needs be estimated from the measured
drain flow data or adjusted during model calibrations. Pohll and Guitjens (1994) argued
that the DC parameter is not a critical parameter for model accuracy since adjustments in
the DC parameter of more than 50% caused no more than a 4.5% change in modeled drain
flow. Their conclusion partially agrees with the sensitivity analysis by Yue (2004), who
showed that the effects of increasing the DC parameter on simulating the drain discharge
from a subsurface drainage field diminishes quickly when the DC parameter becomes much
greater than the hydraulic conductivity. Although a large DC parameter for a coarse mesh
is usually recommended in practice, recent studies showed that the small DC parameters
for fine meshes are able to produce simulation results comparable with field observations.
Mohamed and Rushton (2006) performed sensitivity analysis of the DC parameter for the
modeling study on a horizontal well in a shallow coastal aquifer and obtained a DC parameter
about 1/6 of the aquifer’s hydraulic conductivity when a fine mesh is used around the drain.
Goswami and Kalitab (2009) found the calibrated DC parameter to be approximately 1/20
and 1/5 of the calibrated hydraulic conductivity in the north and south banks of a subsurface
drained watershed, respectively. All these studies, except their difference in field conditions,
indicate that the success of the DC method is related to the use of correct DC parameters
for the specific numerical meshes.
The objective of this chapter is to provide a theoretical analysis of the RA and DC methods
for modeling steady and transient groundwater flow to a tile drain using finite element meshes
of different sizes around the drain. Based on the nodal control volumes (CV) and flows in the
linear triangle elements for the Galerkin finite element (GFE) method (Putti and Sartoretto,
2008; Durlofsky , 1994; Cordes and Kinzelbach, 1992; Forsyth, 1991), we are able to show that
the RA factor is the product of a shape factor and a gradient factor and verify that the RA
method is the upper limit of the DC method. In particular, we develop an efficient iterative
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method that can be employed as a substitute for the RA-VT method to obtain correct RA
factors for each subsurface drainage study. We also combine the RA and DC methods into
a mixed approach that can increase the application range and numerical accuracy of the
DC method. At the end of this chapter we summarize our recommendations for choosing
fine or coarse meshes for the RA and DC methods based on our analysis of those drainage
problems.
3.2 Subsurface Drainage Problems
The physical features of subsurface drainage with parallel tile drains were well conceptualized
by the examples in Fipps et al. (1986). Therefore, we will solve their steady state drainage
problem under ponded surface and transient drainage problems with falling groundwater
table and groundwater seepage in addition to develop a new transient drainage problem
under a hypothetical rainfall event for our theoretical analysis of the RA and DC methods.
The 2D domain (Ω = Ωs+Ωo, where Ωs and Ωo are the soil and drain domains, respectively)
considered by Fipps et al. (1986) is 30 m by 3 m with a single drain located at 1 m below
the surface and at the midway distance. The actual 0.1 m drain diameter was replaced with
a 0.0108 m effective radius (r) to account for convergence losses for groundwater flow into
the drain (Mohammad and Skaggs , 1983). Figure 3.1 shows a schematic for this 2D domain.
Fipps et al. (1986) applied the Brooks-Corey equation (3.1) (Brooks and Corey , 1964) to
describe the constitutive relations of saturation, pressure, and permeability (Sw ∼ ψ and
krw ∼ Sw). The Portsmouth sandy loam soil in the 2D domain is considered be homogeneous
and isotropic. According to Massey et al. (1983), the soil parameters K, θs, Ss, Swr, λ, and
ψb are 0.0536 [m/hr], 0.47, 1.e-6 [1/m], 0.3894, 0.042 and -0.016 [m], respectively.
Se =
(ψb/ψ)
λ ψ < ψb
1 ψ ≥ ψb
(3.1a)
Krw =
S
3+2/λ
e ψ < ψb
1 ψ ≥ ψb
(3.1b)
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where Se is the relative water saturation [−] and equals (Sw−Swr)/(1−Swr); Swr is the resid-
ual water saturation [−]; ψb is the air-entry pressure [L]; and λ is the pore-size distribution
index [−].
The steady state drainage problem with ponded surface reduces the Richards equation
(2.3) to the Poisson equation:
∂
∂xi
∂ (ψ + z)
∂xj
= 0 in Ωs (3.2)
with the following BC’s:
~q(~x) · ~nr = 0 ∀~x on Γr (3.3a)
~q(~x) · ~nl = 0 ∀~x on Γl (3.3b)
~q(~x) · ~nb = 0 ∀~x on Γb (3.3c)
ψ(~x) = 0 ∀~x on Γt (3.3d)
where ~x is the position vector (x, z), ~nr, ~nl, and ~nb are the unit outward normal vectors
for the left, right, and bottom boundaries, denoted by Γr, Γl, and Γb, of the soil domain
Ωs, respectively, and Γt denotes the top boundary of the soil domain Ωs. Equation (3.3)
indicates that the top boundary has a constant zero pressure head, i.e. the ponded surface
water depth is zero, while all the other boundaries have zero normal fluxes for the soil domain
Ωs.
The first transient drainage problem with falling groundwater table solves the full Richards
equation (2.3) with the same boundary conditions in equation (3.3) in the ponded surface
drainage problem for the soil domain Ωs except that the top boundary condition in equation
(3.3d) is changed to a zero flux BC:
~q(~x) · ~nt = 0 ∀~x on Γt (3.4)
The solution to the ponded surface drainage problem will be taken as the initial condition
to this transient drainage problem.
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The second transient drainage problem with groundwater seepage is similar to the first
transient problem except it applies different BC’s to the right and left boundaries of the soil
domain Ωs:
h(~x) = 3 ∀~x on Γl (3.5a)
h(~x) = 2 ∀~x on Γr and z ≤ 2 (3.5b)
~q(~x) · ~nr = −Kmax(ψ(~x), 0)/∆x∗ ∀~x on Γr and z > 2 (3.5c)
where h is the piezometric head [L] and equals ψ + z, and ∆x∗ is the conceptual length
[L] assumed for the pressure gradient across the groundwater seepage boundary. Equation
(3.5) indicates that the left boundary has a constant head BC while the right boundary is
composed of a groundwater seepage BC and a constant head BC for the soil domain Ωs.
Fipps et al. (1986) described this problem as the interceptor drainage since the tile drain in
this problem will intercept the groundwater flow between the two canals assumed to locate
besides the solution domain and represented by the constant head BC’s in equation (3.5).
The third transient drainage problem with a hypothetical rainfall event takes the solution
to the first transient drainage problem at the 15 hour as its initial condition and applies the
same boundary BC’s as equations (3.3a), (3.3b), and (3.3c) and then defines a flux BC for
the top boundary Γt of the soil domain Ωs:
~q(~x) · ~nt = pcp(t) ∀~x on τt (3.6)
where pcp is the hourly rainfall rate [L/T] from a hypothetical rainfall event in Figure 3.2.
As shown in Figure 3.1 the soil domain Ωs has an internal circular boundary Γo which
is the outer boundary of the drain domain Ωo. Therefore, for solving the groundwater flow
defined in Ωs, the interal BC on the circular boundary Γo needs to be decided according to
the flow condition inside the drain domain Ωo. Fipps et al. (1986) considered full flow inside
the drain for all the drainage problems described above since this assumption is required
by the analytical solution to the ponded surface drainage problem (Kirkham, 1949) and is
necessary for evaluating the RA factor (Vimoke and Taylor , 1962). Certainly, the internal
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BC will be the best if the varying flow condition inside the drain can be modeled but that
is out of the objective of this chapter and will be discussed in the next chapter. Based on
the full flow assumption, the internal BC on Γo can be formulated as:
h(~x) = zd + r ∀~x on Γo (3.7)
where zd is the elevation of the drain center ~xd. Equation (3.7) can be ideally modeled with
the multi-node approach which discretizes the drain boundary Γo into a large number of
nodes and edges. Obviously, the multi-node approach requires much more computational
resources than the single node approach since the latter simplifies the drain into one single
node at the drain center ~xd. With the sinlge node approach the drain boundary Γo and
the drain domain Ωo will not be considered and the groundwater flow domain for the above
drainage problems is assumed to expand from the original doamin Ωs to the 2D domain Ω.
Furthermore, a constant head BC in equation (3.8) or a head-dependent sink flow BC in
equation (3.9) will be applied to the drain node at ~xd when either the RA or DC method is
used.
h(~x) = zd + r at ~x = ~xd (3.8)
Q(~x) = −Cdcmax(ψ(~x)− ψdc, 0) at ~x = ~xd (3.9)
where Q is the groundwater flow rate [L2/T], Cdc is the drain conductance parameter per
unit length [L/T] and ψdc is a constant pressure head assumed for the drain [L]. MODFLOW
assumes ψdc to be zero for a half full flow drain condition but we will consider ψdc to be equal
to the drain radius r to avoid inconsistency with the full flow drain assumption for the RA
method and the multi-node approach. In addition to the nodal head BC in equation (3.8),
the RA method also requires the adjustment of the hydraulic conductivity by the RA factor
Cra in a sub-region Ωd around the drain node so that the modeled flow at the drain node can
match the analytical solution to the ponded surface drainage problem (Vimoke and Taylor ,
1962; Kirkham, 1949).
K(~x) = CraK ∀~x ∈ Ωd (3.10)
where Cra is the resistance adjustment factor [−] and Ωd is considered as the sub-region for
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approximating the drain domain Ωo. We will show later that the shape and size of the drain
sub-region Ωd is of great importance on determining the modeled drain flow from the single
node methods.
3.3 CV’s and Flows of Linear Elements
In our analysis the drain is represented in the triangular finite element meshes. We employ
the generic finite element tool FreeFEM++ (Hecht and Pironneau, 2009) that can generate
high quality meshes through mesh adaptation and glue any meshes sharing the same bound-
ary. Figure 3.3 shows the multi-node and single node meshes generated with FreeFEM++
for our drainage problems.
For the multi-node mesh in Figure 3.3(a) a total of 20 nodes are evenly distributed on the
drain boundary Γo and the triangular mesh in th soil domain Ωs is adapted to the analytical
solution of the drainage problem under ponded surface ( see Appendix B.3). For the single
node mesh in Figure 3.3(b) the triangular mesh outside the drain sub-region (Ω − Ωd) is
adapted similarly as the multi-node mesh and then glued with another mesh of 8 equal
triangle elements for discretizing the drain sub-region Ωd. Hereinafter, we can define the
drain sub-region Ωd as the domain covered by the elements directly connected to the drain
node. Further details on the mesh generation capabilities in FreeFEM++ can be found in
the user manual listed in the reference section.
With proper finite element meshes, we can apply the fully integrated hydroloigc model Hy-
droGeoSphere (Therrien et al., 2006) to solve the the Richards equation for all the drainage
problems. HydroGeoSphere employs the linear GFE method as the numerical solver which
was formulated by Forsyth (1991) as the finite volume method by defining CV’s and flows
for the nodes in the finite element mesh (Therrien et al., 2006). This finite volume formu-
lation indicates that the linear GFE method conserves mass locally around the nodes but
not in each finite element. The element-wise mass conservation can be enforced by some
post-processing methods as discussed in Cordes and Kinzelbach (1992), Durlofsky (1994)
and Putti and Sartoretto (2008). Referring to Figure 3.4, the nodal
CV is the shaded sub-area bounded by the lines connecting the vertex, midpoints, and
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centroid in the triangle element and the nodal flow Qi is equal to the dot product of the flux
vector ~q and the midline vector ~Di ( ~D2 = ~ab in Figure 3.4). By expanding the flux vector ~q,
the nodal flow Qi becomes:
Qei = −Kkrw∇h˜e · ~Dei (3.11)
where the subscript i denotes the node number, the superscript e denotes the element number
and h˜ is the interpolated piezometric head [L] and equals to
∑
φjhj (φj and hj are the linear
basis function and piezometric head at node j, respectively).
By applying the nodal flow equation (3.11) to all the nodes on the drain boundary Γo in
Figure 3.3(a), the drain flow for the multi-node mesh can be obtained:
Qd = −K
∑
e∈ηmn
krw∇h˜e · ~De (3.12)
where ηmn is the set of elements connected to the drain boundary Γo and its subscript mn
refers to multinode. By joining all the midlines ~De from the elements in the set ηmn, a
midline polygon ~Dmn will form and surround the drain boundary Γo in the multi-node mesh.
When the number of elements in ηmn increases, the midline polygon ~Dmn approximates the
drain boundary Γo better and the pressure gradient ∇h˜ becomes more accurate, so the drain
flow by equation (3.12) will be more accurate. Similarly, the drain flow for the single node
mesh in Figure 3.3(b) can be formulated as:
Qd = −K
∑
e∈ηsn
krw∇h˜e · ~De (3.13)
where ηsn is the set of elements belonging to the drain sub-region Ωd and its subscript sn
refers to single node. Again, by joing all the midlines ~De from the elements in the set ηsn, a
midline polygon ~Dsn will form but surround the drain node at ~xd in the single node mesh.
The comparison of equations (3.12) and (3.13) for the ponded surface drainage problem
in equation (3.2), where krw = 1, can show that the difference in the drain flow from the
multi-node and single node approaches is caused by the pressure gradient ∇h˜ near the drain
as well as the shape and size of the midline polygon ~D in the drian sub-region Ωd. Figures
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3.5 and 3.6 exhibit the difference of pressure gradients near the drain between these two
approaches by projecting the analytical solution to pressure fields by Kirkham (1949) to the
multi-node and single node finite element meshes. The projected pressures on the multinode
mesh can be expected to reproduce the analytical flow solution with equation (3.12), but
those on the single node mesh would fail without adjusting the hydrualic conductivity K
in equation (3.13). Therefore, the RA factor Cra in the RA method, originally considered
as a reduction parameter for the hydraulic conductivity based on the element edge length
(Vimoke and Taylor , 1962), actually accounts for the differences in the pressure gradients
and midline polygon near the drain node, which result from representing the drain as a single
node in the finite element meshes.
Substituting the linear basis function φj for triangle elements in Huyakorn and Pinder
(1983) into the drain flow equation (3.13) and applying the head-dependent sink condition
in equation (3.9) to the drain flow, the following mass conservation equation for the steady
state drainage problem in equation (3.2) can be obtained:
Cdc(hd − hdc) = K
∑
e∈ηsn
∑
j∈ηe
(hj − hd)κj,d (3.14)
where ηe is the set of nodes connected to the drain node in each element and κj,d can be
expressed as:
κj,d =
βjβd
4A
+
γjγd
4A
(3.15)
where A is the area of each triangle element [L2] and β and γ are the triangle shape param-
eters in the linear basis function (Huyakorn and Pinder , 1983). If a large DC parameter
Cdc is used, the result of dividing the summed flow on the right hand side of equation (3.14)
by the DC parameter is essentially a small number close to zero. In this case, the unknown
head of the drain node hd approximates but never equal exactly the assumed head for the
drain node hdc. Because of that the drain flow Qd is better calculated from the right hand
side of equation (3.14) because the direct calculation of drain flow from the left hand side of
equation (3.14) can be easily affected by the numerical accuracy of floating point algorithm.
When the DC parameter Cdc decreases to zero the drain flow Qd decreases to zero and the
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head-dependent sink condition in equation (3.9) actually loses its impact on the solution.
Therefore, we can consider the RA method as the upper limit of the DC method because
the maximum drain flow from using a large drain conductance in the DC method can be
equivalently sought from applying the nodal head BC in equation (3.8) to the drain node
and the drain flow obtained with the equivalent approach can be further increased with the
RA method which adjusts the hydraulic conductivity near the drain.
3.4 Steady State Solutions
The ponded surface drainage problem defined by equations (3.2), (3.3), and (3.7) can be
solved analytically for the drain flow (Qa = 0.0627 m
2/hr) and pressure head (see Appendix
B.3). The analytical drain flow Qa is then directly used to evaluate the numerical drain flow
Qn from solving the groundwater flow defined by equations (3.2) and (3.3) in the 2D domain
Ω and the nodal head BC on the drain node in equation (3.8) with the linear GFE method.
On the other hand, the analytical pressure head solution can be projected to the nodes in the
single node finite element mesh (see Figure 3.5) and then yields the projected drain flow Qp
with the discretized equation (3.13). The corresponding changes of Qn and Qp with different
mesh configurations around the drain are then expected to indicate the resistance factor for
the RA method because Qn/Qa = 1 and Qp/Qa = 1 denote the perfect flow and pressure
solution near the drain, respectively. Figure 3.7 compares the numercial and projected drain
flows, Qn and Qp respectively, regarding the element edge length Le near the drain node for
the ponded surface drainage problem. The horizontal and vertical coordinates in Figure 3.7
are the edge length Le of the elements in the approximated drain domain Ωd (see Figure
3.3(b)) and the flow rate normalized by the analytical drain flow Qa, respectively. The edge
length Le in Figure 3.7 varies from 0 to 0.3 m, which is a reasonable maximum mesh size
for the approximated drain domain Ωd considering that the drain radius is 0.0108 m, the
drain depth is 1 m and the vertical length of the 2D domain Ω is 3 m and that unreasonable
coarse meshes for the approximated drain domain Ωd can cause the solution to misinterpret
the strongly-varied pressure gradients near the drain (see Figure 3.6). As shown in Figure
3.7 the drain flows Qn and Qp increase steadily with the edge length Le, and both of them
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are equal to 1 at Le = 0.073 m, indicating the perfect flow and pressure solutions for this
drainage problem. We then refer to the single node mesh with Le = 0.073 as the perfect
mesh. Figure 3.7 also shows that Qp < Qn < 1 for Le < 0.073 but Qn > Qp > 1 for
Le > 0.073. Qp = 0 for Le ≤ r is due to the full flow drain assumption defined in equation
(3.7) and required by the analytical solution for this drainage problem (Kirkham, 1949).
Therefore, the drain flow is underestimated and the pressure near the drain is overestimated
for all the meshes finer than the perfect meshes, but the drain flow is overestimated and the
pressure near the drain is underestimated for all the meshes coarser than the perfect mesh.
We conclude from Figure 3.7 that the numerical drain flow Qn under the nodal head BC in
equation (3.8) is strongly affected by the edge length Le for the single node finite element
mesh in Figure 3.3(b). In the following, we show that the RA factor defined in equation
(3.10) can be applied to eliminate the mesh size effect.
Instead of applying the RA-VT factors that were determined from the electric analog
experiments by Vimoke and Taylor (1962), the analysis above indicates that the normalized
drain flow ratios shown in Figure 3.7 seem to be good initial guesses for the RA factor:
Cdc = Qa/Qn, or (3.16a)
Cdc = Qa/Qp. (3.16b)
Figure 3.8 shows the numerical drain flows Qn obtained for the ponded surface drainage
problem after applying the two RA factors defined in equation (3.16) to the approximated
drain doamin Ωd with the method in equation (3.8). Compared with the numerical drain
flow Qn in Figure 3.7, the numerical drain flow Qn in Figure 3.8 is not significantly improved
with the RA factor defined in equation (3.16a) although its improvement is more obvious for
the meshes with Le > 0.073 than those with Le < 0.073. However, the numerical drain flow
Qn is shown to be greatly improved in Figure 3.8 with the RA factor defined in equation
(3.4) and is practically equal to the analytical flow Qa for most of applied meshes except a
few fine meshes with the edge length Le close to the drain radius r. Because the RA factor
defined in equation (3.4) is zero for all the meshes with Le ≤ r, the numerical drain flows
Qn for such meshes are not shown in Figure 3.8. One alterative solution for these extremely
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fine meshes is to define a new approximate drain domain Ω
′
d with the outer elements whose
vertices lie just outside the drain boundary Γo and all the elements that are enclosed by
the outer elements and then solve for the projected drain flow Qp and apply the RA factor
based on the new approximated drain domain Ω
′
d. An example with Le = r is shown later
for the completeness of this analysis method. Based on the observation from Figure 3.8, we
conclude that equation (3.4) should be used as the initial guess for the RA factor. If the
numerical drain flow Qn does not equal the analytical drain flow Qa with the initial RA
factor, we can continue to solve for the numercial drain flow Qn iteratively by updating the
RA factor with the numerical drain flow ratio Qn/Qa from the previous solution until the
numerical solution satisfies error criteria. The RA factor obtained from the last iteration is
then the recommended RA factor in replace of the RA-VT factor. This iteration procedure
is summarized in Figure 3.9.
Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 show the numerical drain flow Qn and the mean head
error he from the iterative solutions for the RA factor with four different meshes: (a) tiny
mesh, Le = r, (b) fine mesh, Le = 1.02r, (c) exact mesh, Le = 2r, and (d) coarse mesh,
Le = 15r. The mean head error he is defined as the CV-weighted head difference between
the numerical and analytical solutions:
he =
√∑
i(hi,n − hi,a)2Ai,CV
AΩ
(3.17)
where the subscript i denotes the node i, the subscripts n and a denote the numerical and
analytical solutions, respectively, and A is the area [L2]. The numerical drain flow Qn and
RA factor for the tiny mesh are solved with the alterative approximate drain domain Ω
′
d
discussed above because the edge length Le for this mesh is equal to the drain radius r
and the projectd drain flow Qp is essentially zero for the approximated drain domain Ωd.
The mesh with Le = 2r is named the exact mesh in that its midline polygon ~D in the
approximated drain domain Ωd aligns with the drain boundary Γo and the RA factor is
then for adjusting the pressure gradients near the drain only. The perfect mesh need not be
discussed since the RA factor is 1. Also, these figures show that the numerical drain flow Qn
for each applied mesh can readily converge to the analytical solution in a reasonable number
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of iterations. The observation of more iteratoins required for the finer meshes than for the
coarser meshes agrees with our previous observation in Figure 3.8 shows that the numerical
drain flow solution Qn is better for the coarser meshes than for the finer meshes. The mean
head error he decreases for the tiny, fine and exact meshes but increases for the coarse mesh
during the iterations because, as we discussed earlier in this section, the pressure solved
without the RA factor is overestimated for the meshes with Le < 0.073 but underestimated
for the meshes with Le > 0.073. Table 3.1 summaries the final RA factors obtained from the
iterative solutions and compares them to the RA-VT factors (see Appendix B.2). As shown
in Table 3.1 the iteratively-solved RA factor decreases when the edge length Le increases.
But the final RA factor for the tiny mesh does not follow this path and is close to the factor
for the exact mesh becuase the numerical drain flow Qn for tiny mesh is solved with an
alternative approximated drain domain Ω
′
d, whose area is equal to the approximate drain
domain Ωd for the exact mesh. The comparison of the iteratively-solved RA factors and
the RA-VT factors agrees with our conclusion in the introduction that the accuracy of the
RA-VT factor decreases as the ratio of drain radius r to edge length Le increases and Table
3.1 shows that the difference between the RA factors increases when the size ratio of Le/r
decreases. We notice that the RA-VT factors were determined on the electric analog grid
which is a vertice-centered finite difference mesh, not the finite element mesh applied here;
however, the iterative procedure discussed here is a flexible method for obtaining correct RA
factors regardless of numerical meshes.
We have shown theoretically above that the RA method is the upper limit of the DC
method. We now apply the DC method to solve the ponded surface drainage problem on
the fine, perfect and coarse meshes defined above to verify this conclusion and then discuss
the effects of the element edge length Le on the DC method in details. Figures 3.14, 3.15,
and 3.16 show that the numerical drain flow Qn for all the three meshes increases from zero
to some converged drain flows Q∗n and the head at the drain hd decreases from the initial
condition to the assumed head hdc for the drain in equation (3.9) when the DC parameter
Cdc increases from zero to 100000 times of the hydraulic conductivity K. It can also be
observed that the converged drain flow Q∗n in all these figures for each of the edge lengths Le
applied here equals the numrical drain flow Qn in Figure 3.7. This observation verifies that
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the DC method can approximate the nodal head BC in equation (3.8), which is part of the
RA method, when the DC parameter Cdc is a large number. Difference among the converged
drain flows, however, exists: the longer the edge length Le, the greater the converged drain
flow Q∗n. As suggested by McDonald and Harbaugh (1988), the DC parameter should be
calibrated based on the observed drain flow. For this ponded surface drainage problem,
the DC parameter can be calibrated to yield Cdc = 8.2K for the coarse mesh because the
converged drain flow Q∗n for the coarse mesh is greater than the analytical drain flow Qa, but
the DC parameter can not be calibrated for the fine mesh because the converged drain flow
Q∗n for the fine mesh is already smaller than the analytical drain flow Qa and further increase
in the drain conductance does not help. Thus, the DC method is not suitable for the meshes
with the edge length Le < 0.073 in this draiage problem. As an alterative, we can apply
the RA factors to the approximated drain domain Ωd to adjust the converged drain flow
Q∗n so that the DC method is always applicable. As shown in these figures, the numerical
drain flows Qn now all converge to the analytical drain flow Qa after the iteratively solved
RA factors in Table 3.1 are applied to the corresponding meshes. In the following transient
drainage problems, we will further demonstrate the advantages of this alternative method
of mixing the DC and RA methods together and verify the the DC parameter Cdc = 8.2K
calibrated for the coarse mesh.
3.5 Transient Solutions
There are no analytical solutions available for the transient drainage problems with falling
groundwater table, groundwater seepage and hypothetical rainfall so that the numerical
solution with the multi-node approach will be taken as the criterion for evaluating the RA
and DC methods. We will compare the numerical solutions for the fine mesh with Le = 1.02r,
the perfect mesh with Le = 6.76r and the coarse mesh with Le = 15r and show that the
RA and DC methods both can produce accurate solutions when the iteratively solved RA
factors are properly selected for the applied meshes.
As defined above, the first transient drainage with falling groundwater table takes the
numerical solution to the ponded surface drainage problem as the initial condition and
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applies zero flux BC’s in equations (3.3a), (3.3b), (3.3c), and (3.4) to all the boundaries
around the 2D domain Ω, so the groundwater table will continuously fall until it reaches
the position equal to the assumed head BC in equation (3.8) for the drain. As shown in
Figures 3.17, 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20, the drain flow drops quickly in the first 3 hours, then the
flow reduction slows down, leading to a long recession tail. The slow recession is caused by
the isotropic and uniform soils applied here and fast recession can occur if the anisotropic
horizontal hydraulic conductivity and the preferential flow often observed in the near surface
soils are considered (Haws et al., 2005). Figure 3.17 shows that the transient drain flows
from the fine, perfect and coarse meshes when modeled with the iteratively solved RA factors
in Table 3.1 all agree fairly well with the drain flow solution from the multi-node mesh. This
result not only shows the effectiveness of the RA method but implies that the RA-VT factors
will cause errors in the modeled drain flow since they are 20-30% smaller than the iteratively
solved RA factors in Table 3.1. Figures 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20 show that the DC method
with large DC parameters produces solution comparable to the multi-node approach but
overestimates the drain flow for the coarse mesh and underestimates the drain flow for the
fine mesh; on the contrary, the DC method with both large DC parameters and iteratively
solved RA factors can always produce correct solution for all the meshes. Figure 3.21 shows
that the DC method with the calibrated DC parameter Cdc = 8.2K for the coarse mesh
can also produce the correct drain flow in this transient drainage problem. We consider the
mixed method, which combines the DC and RA methods, to be more accurate and efficient
than the DC method with calibration study because this method increases the application
range of numerical meshes for the DC method and the RA factors can be determined in a
few iterations.
The second transient drainage problem with groundwater seepage also takes the numerical
solution to the ponded surface drainage problem as the initial condition but applies different
BC’s in equation (3.5) to the left and right boundaries of the 2D domain Ω than the first
transient drainage problem. The groundwater table in this problem falls because of the
tile drain as well as the seepage BC defined in equation (3.5c) and the head BC defined
in equation (3.5b) on the left boundary of the 2D domain Ω. As shown in Figures 3.17,
3.18, 3.19, and 3.20, the modeled drain flow is similar to but drops more than that obtained
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for the first transient drainage problem. From these two figures, we can observe again that
the RA method with iteratively solved RA factors compares equally well to the multi-node
approach and the DC method with large DC parameters and iteratively solved RA factors
improves the accuracy of the DC method with large DC parameters only. Meanwhile, Figure
3.26 shows the DC method with the calibrated DC parameter Cdc = 8.2K for the coarse
mesh in the ponded surface drainage problem reproduces the drain flow by the multi-node
approach.
The third transient drainage problem with a hypothetical rainfall event is a conceptual
example often encountered in the modeling of tile-drained farmlands. During the rainfall
event the rain water can either pond over the surface or infiltrate into the soils, both leading
to the recharge for the groudwater table. After the rainfall ends, the groundwater table
will then continue to fall until it reaches equilibrium with the assumed full flow condition
inside the drain. Figures 3.27, 3.28, 3.29, and 3.30, show that the modeled drain flows
correspond well to the hypothetical rainfall event plotted in Figure 3.2. The slow recession
of the drain flow hydrographs in these results are caused by not considering the anisotropic
hydraulic conductivity and preferential flow paths in the horizontal and vertical directions
in the current simulations. Details on the incorporation of preferential flows and anisotropic
soils into the modeling of tile-drained farmlands can be found in Haws et al. (2005), Ga¨rdena¨s
et al. (2006), and Mohanty et al. (1997). Once again, we find from these two figures that
the RA and DC methods yield the drain flows in good agreement with the multi-node
approach with the use of iteratively solved RA factors. We can also verify from Figures 3.28,
3.29 and 3.31 that the DC method with large DC parameters alone will underestimate and
overestimate the correct solution, respectively, but the DC method with the DC parameter
Cdc = 8.2K calibrated for the ponded surface drainage problem recovers the correct solution.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter theoretical analyses and numerical experiments show that the RA and DC
methods are strongly affected by the mesh sizes for the representation of the drain and
their accuracy can be improved by the use of correct RA factors. The RA factor is needed
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for modeling studies when the circular drain, best represented with a multi-node mesh, is
simplified as a single node. Such simplification indicates that the RA factor is actually
the product of a pressure gradient factor and a control volume factor although the RA
factor is usually applied to adjusting the hydraulic conductivity. Vimoke and Taylor (1962)
neglected the resistance between the drain center and drain wall when they determined the
RA factors in their electric analog experiments so that the errors with the RA-VT factors
tend to increase when the ratio of drain radius to the mesh size for the drain increases. Thus,
instead of adjusting the RA-VT factors directly or calibrating the RA factors, an efficient
iterative method is developed to obtain the correct RA factors in a few iterations for all
the numerical methods. The drainage flow simulations discussed above verifies that the
iteratively solved RA factors are able to effectively eliminate the szie effects of the meshes
for approximating the drain.
The DC method can yield a converged drain flow when the DC parameter increases to
fairly large numbers. The DC method with a large drain conductance is equivalent to the
applcation of a nodal head BC to the drain node. The DC method applies well to the coarse
meshes for which the converged flow overestimates the correct drain flow; however, it is
inapplicable to the fine meshes for which the conerged flow underestimates the correct drain
flow. The converged drain flow under the DC method is still adjustable through the use of
RA factors. The RA method can be considered as the upper limit of the DC method and
this fact is proved from numerical derivation and is demonstrated in all the drainage flow
simulations. The mixed method that combines the iteratively solved RA factors and the
DC method with any arbitrarily large DC parameters can be a good alternative to the DC
method for reducing the size effects of the meshes around the drain.
To summarize, the following steps are recommended for modeling groundwater flow to
tile drains. First, the mesh for representing the drain can be chosen based on the physical
dimensions of the drainage domain, the available numerical tools, and the objectives of
modeling studies. Second, the RA factor is necessary to be obtained using the iterative
method with a steady state simulation. Third, the mixed method is recommended if the DC
method is a convenient option of the numerical tool. Finally, the anisotropy of hydraulic
conductivity, preferential flow paths, and clogging of slits on the drain wall in the tile-drained
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fields should be considered when either the RA or DC method does not produce satisfactory
results.
3.7 Figures and Tables
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Figure 3.1: The 2D solution domain considered in Fipps et al. (1986). Γo is the drain
boundary; Γl, Γr, Γb, and Γt denote the left, right, bottom, and top boundaries of the 2D
domain, respectively, zd is the drain center’s elevation, and r is the drain radius.
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Figure 3.2: A hypothetical rainfall event.
(a) Multi-node mesh (b) Single node mesh
Figure 3.3: Mesh configuration for the drain: (a) multi-node mesh and (b) single node
mesh. The blue circle is the the drain boundary Γo; the red line denotes the boundary for
the region around the drain Ωd; r and Le denote the drain radius and element edge length,
respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Nodal control volume (shaded area) and flow (arrow) in a linear triangle
element. Nodes 1, 2 and 3 are the element vertices; points a and b are midpoints on the
edges; point c is the triangle centroid; ~q is the flux vector; ~ab is the midline vector; and ~Q is
the nodal flow and equals to ~q · ~ab.
Figure 3.5: Pressure distribution around the drain by projecting the analytical solution for
the drainage flow under ponded surface (Kirkham, 1949) onto a multi-node mesh. The
white labels are the pressure contour levels in meters.
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Figure 3.6: Pressure distribution around the drain by projecting the analytical solution for
the drainage flow under ponded surface (Kirkham, 1949) onto a single node mesh. The
white labels are the pressure contour levels.
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Figure 3.7: Drainage flow under ponded surface solved with the Galerkin finite elment
method, Qn, and by projecting the analytical solution, Qa.
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Figure 3.8: Drainage flow under ponded surface solved numerically with the resistance
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and compute projected flow Qp
Steady drainage problem
Resistance factor Cra
Numerical drain flow Qn
Qn = Qa
Project ha(x) onto numerical mesh
NO
Qp/Qa
Compute analytic flow Qa
and pressure ha(x)
Qn/Qa
YES
Figure 3.9: The iterative procedure for obtaining the resistance adjustment factor for
modeling groundwater flow to the drain.
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Figure 3.10: Drain flow (solid line) and head error (dashed line) solved for the drainage
problem under ponded groundwater talbe using the iterative approach on the tiny mesh,
Le = r, where Le is edge length and r is the drain radius.
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Figure 3.11: Drain flow (solid line) and head error (dashed line) solved for the drainage
problem under ponded groundwater talbe using the iterative approach on the fine mesh,
Le = 1.02r, where Le is edge length and r is the drain radius.
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Figure 3.12: Drain flow (solid line) and head error (dashed line) solved for the drainage
problem under ponded groundwater talbe using the iterative approach on the exact mesh,
Le = 2r,, where Le is edge length and r is the drain radius.
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Figure 3.13: Drain flow (solid line) and head error (dashed line) solved for the drainage
problem under ponded groundwater talbe using the iterative approach on the coarse mesh,
Le = 15r, where Le is edge length and r is the drain radius.
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Table 3.1: Resistance adjustment factors for the ponded flow to drain tubes
Mesh Le Le/r
a Iterative RA b RA-VT c
Tiny 0.0108 1.0 3.45 625
Fine 0.011 1.02 84 57.3
Exact 0.0216 2 2.63 2.09
Perfect 0.073 6.67 1.0 0.8
Coarse 0.162 15 0.7 0.57
a Le is the edge length of elements around the drain and r is the drain radius.
b Iterative procedure.
c Vimoke and Taylor (1962).
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Figure 3.14: Drain flow (solid line) and head at drain (dashed line) solved for the drainage
problem with ponded surface using the drain conductance method on the fine mesh,
Le = 1.02r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain conductance, and Cra
is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.15: Drain flow (solid line) and head at drain (dashed line) solved for the drainage
problem with ponded surface using the drain conductance method on the perfect mesh,
Le = 6.76r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain conductance, and Cra
is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.16: Drain flow (solid line) and head at drain (dashed line) solved for the drainage
problem with ponded surface using the drain conductance method on the coarse mesh,
Le = 15r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain conductance, and Cra is
the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.17: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with falling groundwater
table using the RA method on the (a) fine mesh, Le = 1.02r, (b) perfect mesh, Le = 6.76r,
(c) coarse mesh, Le = 15r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, and Cra is the resistance
adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.18: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with dropping
groundwater table using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the
fine mesh, Le = 1.02r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain
conductance, and Cra is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.19: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with dropping
groundwater table using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the
perfect mesh, Le = 6.76r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain
conductance, and Cra is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.20: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with dropping
groundwater table using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the
coarse mesh, Le = 15r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain
conductance, and Cra is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.21: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with dropping
groundwater table using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the
coarse mesh, Le = 15r, calibrated Cdc. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the
drain conductance, and Cra is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.22: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with groundwater
seepage using the RA method on the (a) fine mesh, Le = 1.02r, (b) perfect mesh,
Le = 6.76r, (c) coarse mesh, Le = 15r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, and Cra is
the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.23: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with groundwater
seepage using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the (a) fine mesh,
Le = 1.02r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain conductance, and Cra
is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.24: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with groundwater
seepage using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the (a) perfect
mesh, Le = 6.76r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain conductance,
and Cra is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.25: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with groundwater
seepage using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the (a) coarse
mesh, Le = 15r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain conductance, and
Cra is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.26: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with groundwater
seepage using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the (a) coarse
mesh, Le = 15r, calibrated Cdc. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain
conductance, and Cra is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.27: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with groundwater
seepage using the RA method on the (a) fine mesh, Le = 1.02r. Le is edge length, r is the
drain radius, and Cra is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.28: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with groundwater
seepage using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the perfect mesh,
Le = 6.76r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain conductance, and Cra
is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.29: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with groundwater
seepage using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the perfect mesh,
Le = 6.76r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain conductance, and Cra
is the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.30: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with groundwater
seepage using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the coarse mesh,
Le = 15r. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain conductance, and Cra is
the resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 3.31: Drain flow solved for the transient drainage problem with groundwater
seepage using the drain conductance method and the mixed approach on the coarse mesh,
Le = 15r, calibrated Cdc. Le is edge length, r is the drain radius, Cdc is the drain
conductance, and Cra is the resistance adjustment factor.
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CHAPTER 4
3D APPROACH FOR MODELING SUBSURFACE
DRAINAGE: CONVENTIONAL AND MANAGED
PRACTICES
4.1 Introduction
Tile drains, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, are horizontal or slant perforated pipes buried in the
soil. Through the finite openings on the drain wall the soil water can flow into or out of the
tile drains laterally based on the water pressure gradient between the soil and drain pipe.
Along with this lateral flow, the soil water inside the drain is routed to the outlet under the
gravity force in the direction of the drain slope. This flow process is normally referred to as
the conventional drainage. On the other hand, with designed operations and instruments,
the water can be forced to flow upstream inside the drain and then feed the soil when the
accumulated water pressure inside the drain exceeds that in the soil. Such managed flow
process is referred to as the managed drainage. In order to fully couple the conventional
and managed drainage practices with the subsurface flow modeling, therefore, the following
four physically-based components need be considered: (1) integration of tile drains with the
subsurface media, (2) lateral flow between the soil and tile drains, (3) flow routing inside
the drain pipe, and (4) flow boundary condition at the drain outlet.
The existing tile drain module in HydroGeoSphere, described in detail in MacQuarrrie and
Sudicky (1996) and Therrien et al. (2006), employs the common node coupling approach for
integrating the tile drains with the subsurface media and computing the lateral flow between
the soil and tile drains, models the flow inside the drain pipe as laminar flow in wide open
channels, and applys the prescribed head condition to the drain outlet as the boundary
condition. MacQuarrrie and Sudicky (1996) has shown they can reproduce the pressure and
flow results for the 2D steady state drainage problem under ponded surface (Fipps et al.,
1986, Chapter 3); however, the simplification in their tile drain module does not allow flexbile
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interaction of tile drains with the subsurface and surface flows and prevent its applications
to the complicated drainage conditions. First of all, the assumption of pressure continuity
between the drain and its corresponding porous media nodes from the common node coupling
is less physically-based because there really exist no soil in the domain the tile drains occupy.
For this reason, the initial flow condition is difficult to be set on the nodes common to the tile
drains and porous media, which can cause the module to fail to convergence. The pressure
continuity assumption becomes even less valid when the size of tile drains is much smaller
than that of the control volumes for the correponding porous media nodes. In such cases,
the water pressure inside tile drains can differ than that for the corresponding porous media
nodes to a large extent. Secondly, the existing tile drain module does not apply the resistance
adjustment factors (see Chapter 3) to account for the mesh size effects on the calculation
of lateral flow between the soil and tile drains. Thirdly, the assumption of laminar flow
in wide open channels limits the variation of water depths inside the drain pipes so that
the existing tile drain module can not faithfully model the extreme rainfall condtion and
managed drainage practices, in which the water pressure inside the drain pipe can easily
exceed the crest elevation. Finally, the prescribed head boundary condition on the drain
outlet is less flexible than the flux boundary condition which permits easy interaction of tile
drains with the surface water. In light of these issues with the existing tile drain module
and aiming to apply HydroGeoSphere to complicated drainage flow problems with both
conventional and managed practices, a new tile drain module is developed in this chapter
based on the framework of the existing tile drain module in HydroGeoSphere.
4.2 Modeling Subsurface Drains
The new tile drain module consists of specific methods for the four essential components re-
quired for modeling tile drains, as discussed in the introduction, in a fully-coupled physically-
based approach: (1) an embedded node coupling approach is proposed to integrate tile drains
into the subsurface media without the use of the pressure continuity assumption; (2) the
lateral flow between the soil and tile drains is evaluated with the resistantace adjustment
factors to eliminate the mesh size effects (see Chapter 3) and this method is also extended
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to use the actual drain diameter instead of the effective drain radius; (3) the flow routing
inside the drain pipe is treated as the real one-dimensional free-surface and pressurized flow
with the Pressimann slot method so that the complicated drain flow conditions and managed
drainage practices can be modeled; and (4) the boundary condition at the drain outlet is
modeled with the ghost node based outflow condition so that the flux exchange between the
tile drain outflow and surface flow are possible. This section describes the theoretical details
for all these methods while the verification examples are illustrated in the next section.
4.2.1 Embedded Node Coupling
The physical existance of tile drains inside the subsurface media suggest that the tile drains
can be modeled with a group of control volumes cut out of the finite element mesh for
the subsurface media and assigned with the tile drain properties. As an example, Figure
4.2 shows that the control volumes of the two nodes shared by four subsurface hexahedral
blocks are employed to approximate a short segment of a drain pipe. As such, the subsurface
flows into the control volumes owned by the tile drain constitute the lateral flows into the
drain and the subsurface flow between the two drain nodes is replaced by the tile flow for
the flow routing inside the drain. Of course, the subsurface flow between any two subsurface
nodes should remain unchanged. Referring to the governing equations (2.3) and (2.8), the
following fully-coupled equation can be obtained:(
Al+1t,I − Alt,I
∆t
)
Lt,I =
∑
J∈ηt,I
(
γl+1t,IJλ
l+1
t,IJχt,IJ
)
+
∑
J∈ηI
(
γl+1IJ λ
l+1
IJ χIJ
)
(4.1)
Equation (4.1) is referred as the embedded node coupling method in this study in order to be
distinguished from the common and dual node coupling methods used in the current fully-
coupled hydrology models (Kollet and Maxwell , 2006; Therrien et al., 2006; VanderKwaak ,
1999; MacQuarrrie and Sudicky , 1996). As just explained, the embedded node coupling
method has a solid physical basis for defining the tile drains in the subsurface media; in
addition, this coupling method is also computationally advantageous in that it adds no extra
nodes onto the finite element mesh and makes no changes to the structure of the Jacobian
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matrix for solving the subsurface flow. On the application of the embedded node coupling
method, extra attentions should be paid to the numerical discretization of the subsurface
media. The discretization for tile drains should be done within a special zone along the
drain centerlines, which have equal distances to the side boundaries of the special zone.
This technique is necessary for the correct evaluation of the lateral flow between the soil
and tile drains, which should be uniform along the drain centerline if the properties of the
soil and tile drains are homogeneous. Once such a special zone has been defined, triangular
prisms or hexahedral blocks can be employed for discretization. Triangular prism elements
are particularly useful when the tile drains are not aligned in parallel with the Cartesian
coordinates. As illustrated in plot (b) of Figure 4.3, the control volumes cut from a few
grouped triangular prism elements are employed to form the tile drain domain in the same
way shown in Figure 4.2.
4.2.2 Lateral Flow to Drains
Subsurface flow into real drains is restricted by the perforations on the drain walls and the
envelope materials surrounding the drains. These flow entrance resistances are usually as-
sessed by the substitution of an effective drain radius, which is smaller than the physical
drain radius, into the analytical equations and numerical models for the drains (Bravo and
Schwab, 1977; Skaggs , 1978; Dierickx , 1980; Youngs , 1983; Fipps et al., 1986). Besides the
effective drain radius, the resistance adjustment factor is required for recuding the mesh
configuration effect on the solution of lateral flow to the drain nodes. In Chapter 3, the
resistance adjustment factor is derived numerically and an iterative procedure (see Figure
3.9) is presented for calculating these factors for different 2D mesh configurations. In the
iterative procedure the steady state solution of ponded flow to drain tubes can be obtained
analytically with the equation (B.3) for 2D drainage problems. When the soils are heteroge-
neous, the equation (B.3) does not hold and the multinode approach discussed in Chapter
3 can be substituted. For 3D drainage problems, the resistance adjustment factors are ap-
proximately obtained by applying the equation (B.3) to the representative 2D cross section
of the drainage field with a proper drainage spacing and the same mesh configuration for
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the 3D field, although the steady state solution to 3D drainage problems can also be directly
obtained with the multinode approach. The approximate approach is preferred in this study
because the direct approach requires sophiscated mesh discretization tools that are not yet
availabe in most hydrology models including HydroGeoSphere. The 3D application study in
the next chapter shows that the drainage flow can still be modeled well with the approxi-
mate approach. In order to accomodate the realistic flow routing inside the drain in the next
section, the actual drain size needs to be modeled in the subsurface media and the numerical
mesh should be created with the real drain diameter, instead of the effective drain radius.
After this change, the iterative procedure then compares the numerical solution of the fully
saturated permeable drain with the actual drain radius and the steady state solution of the
fully saturated effective drain for calculating the resistance adjustment factor. The effective
drain radius is still used for the steady state solution because it accounts for the entrance
resistannces of subsurface water flowing into real drains.
4.2.3 Flow Routing Inside Drains
The water flow inside the drain tubes has a free surface when the groundwater table intercepts
the tile drains. This free surface is modeled with the 1D diffusive wave equation (2.8) in
HydroGeoSphere. However, the groundwater table can also sit above the tile drains under
conditions such as an incorrect design of the drain flow capacity, the consistent surface
water ponding above the drains, and the upstream water flow inside the drains from a
submerged drain outlet or a subirrigation practice. In this case, the free water surface inside
the drains disappears and the flow inside the drains becomes the pressurized flow. Therefore,
it is important to include the free surface flow as well as the pressurized flow for modeling
the water flow inside the tile drains in order to understand the subsurface drainage under
the complex system of surface and subsurface hydrology, drainage designs, and agricultural
management. For this purpose, the hypothetical slot approach suggested by Preissmann
(Cunge and Wegner , 1964) is applied in this study. As shown in Figure 4.4 this method
transforms the pressurized flow into a free surface flow in a hypothetical continuous narrow
slot attached to the pipe crown. Yen (2004) pointed out that the hypothetical slot should
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be narrow so that no appreciable error will be introduced to the mass and momentum
balance but can’t be too narrow in order to avoid the numerical problem associated with
the rapidly-moving pressure wave. He also suggested that the numerical instability due to
flow transition can be avoided by assuming a gradual width transition from the pipe to the
slot, which modifies the wetted area At and hydraulic radius Rt used for the flow routing
into the following form:
At =
D
2
t (φt − sinφt) /8 if ζt > 0 and ζt ≤ 0.999
piD2t /4 +Bt (ψt −Dt) if ζt > 0.999
(4.2a)
Rt =
Dt (1− sinφt/φt) /4 if ζt > 0 and ζt ≤ 0.91Dt (1− sinφt/φt,0.91) /4 if ζt > 0.91 (4.2b)
where ζt is the ratio of the water depth ψt to the drain diameter Dt [−]; φt,0.91 is the inner
angle φt when ζt equals to 0.91, and Bt is the conceptual slot width [L] and ranges from
1 to 15 mm (Pagliara and Yen, 1997). Once the hydraulic radius Rt is defined for both
the free-surface and pressurized flows, the Manning’s equation can be applied to the drain
conductivity Kt in the equation (2.8) to remove the less physically-based assumption of
laminar flow in a wide open channel in HydroGeoSphere:
Kt =
R
2/3
t
n
[
∂ψt
∂l
+
∂zt
∂l
−1/2
]
(4.3)
where n is the Manning’s coefficient [TL−1/3]. The equations (4.2) and (4.3) can be directly
substituted into the equation (2.8) without affecting other terms and the application of
Preissmann slot method retains the numerical scheme for the equation (2.8) as well as that
for the coupled flow equation (4.1).
4.2.4 Outflow Conditions
The drainage water normally flows freely out of the drain outlet as required by the drainage
design principles (Drablos and Moe, 1984). However, the outflow condition changes from the
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free fall to the submerged flow when the adjacent surface water rises from below to above
the drain outlet. Figure 4.5 shows that the submerged outflow condition can happen to
both conventional and managed drainage systems. Although being commonly employed for
the drain outlet in many numerical models including HydroGeoSphere, the prescribed head
boundary condition has very limited capability for modeling the different outflow conditions
near the drain outlet. In this study, a flux boundary condition is used for the drain outlet.
For simplicity, this boundary flux is expressed in the form of a hypothetical diffusive wave
flow between the drain outlet and adjacent water:
Ql+1t,o = A
l+1
t,o K
l+1
t,o
ψl+1t,o − ψlt,g
∆Lt,g
(4.4)
where the subscripts o and g denote the drain outlet and adjacent water, respectively; ψt,g
is the relative depth between the water level in the adjacent water and the invert elevation
of the drain outlet [L]; and ∆Lt,g is the hypothetical distance between the drain outlet and
adjacent water [L]. The equation (4.4) serves as the downstream boundary condition to
the flow routing equation (2.8) and its application is advantageous because: (1) it presents
an explicit expression of the drain outflow by replacing the implicit form existed with the
head boundary condition; and (2) lumps all the outflow conditions into one unified form by
applying the adjacent surface water condition ψt,o, which is computationally more efficient
and robust than applying different equations to different outflow conditions.
4.3 Verification Examples
Two numeral examples are provided in this section to verify the newly developed fully-
coupled physically-based approach in modeling both the conventional and managed sub-
surface drainage practices. The first example studies the mass balance when the water is
injected into the upstream end of a dry tile drain and shows the usefulness of distincting wa-
ter pressure inside the drain from the pressure head in the porous media and the capability
of simulating the realistic water surface inside the drain in the new tile drain module. The
second example models the laboratory experiment of groundwater flow to a horizontal well
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by Chen et al. (2003) and shows the importance of pressurized flow routing for modeling
tile drains in the saturated soils and the effectiveness of the Preissmann slot method for
modeling the transient pressure inside the drain. Both examples are also compared with the
existing tile drain module to demonstate the improvements and advantages of the new tile
drian module.
4.3.1 Mass balance Study
The drainage modeling study in this section is based on the 3D transient flow example
presented by MacQuarrrie and Sudicky (1996) for verifing the existing tile drain module in
HydroGeoSphere. The drainage domain, as shown in Figure 4.6, is 20 m, 20 m and 3 m in
the x, y, and z direction, respectively. A tile drain is placed at 1 m below the surface and
midway in the x direction. The tile is approximately 20 m long in the y direction with a
slope of 0.25 percent. The tile is assumed to have a real diameter of 0.1 m and an effective
radius of 0.0108 m (Fipps et al., 1986). The soil is a fine sand with a saturated hydraulic
conductivity of 9.72E-5 m/s. The unsaturated soil properties are obtained from Clement
et al. (1994) and the porosity θs, residual saturation Swr, inverse of air-entry pressure α,
and pore size distribution index β used in the water retention equations (2.4)–(2.7) are 0.30,
0.033, 3.3 [m−1] and 4.1, respectively. The finite element mesh for the drainage domain
consists of 3003 nodes and 2400 block elements of variable sizes in total. By the common
node coupling, the tile drain is approximated with 10 uniform block elements of 0.1 m x
0.1 m x 2m. Because of the uniformity of drain elements, the representative 2D drainage
section for calculating the resistance adjustment factor is simply the x–z cross section of this
3D drainage example. During the application of the iterative procedure (see Figure 3.9 and
the Section 2 above), the actual drain diameter is used for the numerical solution while the
effective drain radius for the analytical solution. Then, the steady state drainage flow from
the representative 2D drainage problem is found to be 1.137E-4 m3/s and the resistance
adjustment factor for this mesh configuration is found to be 1.54.
The flow problem to be solved for this drainage doamain is formulated as follows. At
the beginning of the modeling period, the initial groundwater table is flat and placed at 1.8
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m above the bottom (about 0.2 m below the drain centerline) and the tile is considered to
be dry. All the subsurface boundaries are imposed with the zero flux boundary condition.
Then, 10 hours of hypothetical flow, shown in Figure 4.7, is injected into the upstream
end of the tile. The flow injection could represent the outflow from an upstream drainage
system during some heavy rainstorms. The drain outlet is specified with the ghost node
flow boundary condition (see equation (4.4)) in which the ghost node with a zero pressure is
placed at 1 m away from the outlet and at the same elevation of the outlet bottom. Because
the prescribed head boundary condition can cause fictitious flow from the drain outlet into
the subsurface when the groundwater table is lower than the drain outlet, the original tile
drain module is modified to accommodate the ghost node flow boundary condition for a fair
comparison with our new tile drain module.
Figure 4.7 compares the simulated tile outflows obtained from HydroGeoSphere using the
new and old tile drain modules. As expected the inflow is reduced by leaking into the
unsaturated sand during its transport along the tile. Simple calculation shows that the total
inflow mass is 8.22 m3 while the total outflow mass is 6.32 m3 and 4.30 m3 for the new and
old tile drain module, respectively. There are two reasons why the old tile module causes
more loss of inflow than the new tile module. First, part of the inflow enters directly into the
sand at the upstream end of the tile because the common node coupling in the old tile drain
module can not differentiate the drain node and porous media node. Second, the laminar
flow assumption applied to the free surface flow routing in the old tile module delays the
marching of the flow inside the drain and thus the inflow has more chances to leak into the
sand. Figure 4.8 shows the simulated water surface profiles over time inside the drain. After
removing the laminar flow assumption, the advancement of the water surface front from the
new tile module is obviously faster than that from the old tile module. The accuracy of
the new tile module can be recognized from the mass balance among the change of storage
inside the drain, flowrate inside the drain, and flowrate from the drain to the sand. Two
arbitrary numerical snapshots, t = 2996 second and t = 6028 second, of the mass balance
are plotted in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, where the mass balance terms are shown along the tile
drain. These figures indicate that the change of storage inside the drain is the main cause of
the flow from the drain to the sand when the flow inside the drain is nearly full and and the
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drain outflow is at peak, while the flow inside the drain can be almost equally attributed to
the flow from the drain to the sand and the change of storage inside the drain at the early
times of the flow.
4.3.2 Sandbox Experiment
Chen et al. (2003) proposed a conceptual approach for describing groundwater flow to a
finite diameter horizontal well and well hydraulics inside the wellbore. They treated the
horizontal well as an equivalent porous media with an effective hydraulic conductivity that
depends on the Reynolds number of flow inside the wellbore and thus eliminated the uniform
head and flux boundary condition commonly applied to the entire length of the horizontal
well. In order to test their approach Chen et al. (2003) conducted a laboratory study of
a horizontal pumping well in a sandbox. As shown in Figure 4.11, the sandbox is 4.53 m
long, 0.5 m wide, and 1 m high and the horizontal well locates at 0.3 m away from the
front side and 0.2 m above the box bottom. The sand in the sand box was considered to be
relatively isotropic and homogeneous and was determined to have a hydraulic conductivity
of 1.36 x 10−3 m/s in a falling head permeameter test. The horizontal well has an inner
diameter of 0.0542 m and an outer diameter of 0.06 m and the well screen was described
as fairly permeable. The outflow from the well was controlled by a water valve installed on
the extended pipe connected to the well exit. The sand was saturated from bottom to top
before the experiment and then its top surface was kept in equilibrium with a 0.1 m layer
of water during the experiment. The experiment was started by opening the water valve.
The outflow from the well was measured before the valve and the water pressure inside the
extended pipe was recorded at 0.31 m from the well exit. In addition, a total of 10 pressure
transducers were installed to record the pressure at various locations inside the sand. The
experiment lasted 83 seconds and was ended when the well outflow reached the maximum.
Further details about this experiment can be found in Chen et al. (2003).
The sandbox experiment is suitable for examining the pressurized flow routing procedure
for the new tile drain module because the flow inside the wellbore is always full and under
pressure during this experiment and the horizontal well employed in the experiment is similar
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to a tile drain but has a more permeable screen. The free surface flow would have appeared
if the water valve in this experiment was continued to open for a longer time. As shown in
Figure 4.12, a finite element grid of 13×10×14 block elements of different sizes is generated
to model the sandbox. The wellbore is represented with the elements around the wellbore
center line located at y = 0.3 and z = 0.17. These wellbore elements are 4 equal squares
of 0.05 m × 0.05 m on the y − z plane. A relatively large resistance adjustment factor of
10 is applied to all the wellbore elements for representing the high permeability of the well
screen. As considered in Chen et al. (2003) that the top 0.1 m sand layer may have a low
hydraulic conductivity due to sand loading and packing in the sandbox, the elements within
that layer are defined with a hydraulic conductivity different than all the other elements.
The top face of the grid is applied with a constant head boundary condition to simulate the
maintained water layer above the sandbox while all the other faces are applied with zero
normal flux boundary conditions. The node for the well exit at (0, 0.3, 0.17) is modeled
with the measured well flow as a time-varying flow boundary condition. All the numerical
simulations start with the fully saturated initial condition and continue until the measured
well flow ends.
The pressure transducer data from the experiment at four different locations P1(0.415, 0.3,
0.8), P2(0.415, 0.3, 0.1), P3(1.565, 0.2, 0.6), and P4(2.265, 0.3, 0.4) are used to verify our
simulations. These locations are approximately plotted in the sandbox schematic in Figure
4.11. Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16 show the comparisons of simulated and observed
falling head over time at these four locations, P1, P2, P3, and P4, respectively. On these
four figures the blue circle denotes the observed head at each second, the black line is the
result simulated with our tile drain module using the hydraulic conductivities and specific
storage coefficient provided from Chen et al. (2003), the red line is the result calibrated
by trial and error against the observation for our tile drain module, and the green line is
the result modeled with the original tile drain module and the calibrated sand properties
for our tile drain module. Table 4.1 lists the calibrated hydraulic conductivities used with
HydroGeoSphere and compares them to those used by Chen et al. (2003). All the figures
indicate that the our tile drain module is able to yield results comparable to the observed
data after calibration by trial and error while the modeled results with the original tile drain
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module becomes unstable for modeling the pressurized flow in the horizontal well. However,
the degree of agreement between the simulated results and observed data decreases from
the top observation point at (0.415, 0.3, 0.8) to the bottom observation point at (0.415, 0.3,
0.1) among all the simulations. This finding is partly related to the simple division of sand
profile into two layers and the simulated results can be further improved if more information
about sand loading and packing can be obtained from the experiment for incorporating
more layers into the modeling. The poor performance of the original tile drain module for
HydroGeoSphere is caused by the mixture of the tile flow routing with the porous media flow
based on the common node coupling and the restricted assumption of laminar flow inside
the drains. In contrast, our tile drain module succeeds by separating the flow dynamics
surrounding and inside the drain into two different processes through the embedded node
coupling and conceptualizing the pressurized flow with the popular Preissmann slot method.
Interestingly, we find that the uniform flux or head boundary condition along the horizon-
tal well is a reasonable assumption for the analytical solutions available for studying ground-
water flow to horizontal wells (Zhan and Zlotnik , 2002; Park and Zhan, 2002; Kawecki , 2000;
Sawyer and Lieuallen-Dulama, 1998), which contradicts the conclusion by Chen et al. (2003)
that such boundary conditions misrepresent the realistic flux or head distribution along the
horizontal wellbore. As shown in Figure 4.17 the head contours and velocity fields on the
slices on the y−z plane are all similar along the entire horizontal well. It can also be observed
from this figure that most of the flow vectors direct perpendicular to the wellbore except
that some of the vectors near the wellbore point out of the y − z plane, indicating the flow
direction inside the wellbore. These observations are the result of fast pressure transport
in the pressurized wellbore. After the water valve was opened in this experiment the pres-
sure inside the pressurized wellbore can transport along the wellbore, starting at the water
valve, very quickly before the pressure in the sand would respond. Therefore, as shown in
Figure 4.18, the pressure gradient along the wellbore is almost negligible and the flow from
the saturated sand to the wellbore can be considered to be uniformly distributed along the
wellbore. But the flow inside the wellbore would accumulate from the upstream end to the
exit point through receiving the uniform flow from the saturated sand and thus the in-well
flow characteristics becomes spatially varying at different sections of the wellbore. Figure
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4.19 shows that both the in-well flow and the Reynolds number can change in 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude along the wellbore with small numbers occurring at the upstream end and large
numbers at the well exit. Chen et al. (2003) predicted similar in-well flow characteristics
with their conceptual approach but did not differentiate the groundwater flow to the well
and the pressurized flow inside the well. On the contrary, our tile drain module considers
these two flow processes individually so that our simulations can be readily used to validate
the assumption of uniform flux or head boundary condition along the horizontal well.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we present a fully-coupled physically-based approach for modeling both the
conventional and managed subsurface drainage practices based on the integrated hydrology
model HydroGeoSphere. This numerical approach utilizes the numerical properties of nodal
control volumes and flows of the linear Galerkin finite element method. The main features
of this approach include an embedded node coupling method for integrating the drain into
the subsurface, a modified resistance adjustment factor for calculating the groundwater
flow to the drain with actual drain diameter, the Preissmann slot concept for combining
the free surface and pressurized flow routings inside the drain and a ghost node based
outflow boundary condition for modeling the free fall and submergence conditions at the
drain outlet. The verification example of a hypothetical mass balance study shows that
the original tile drain module in HydroGeoSphere can cause artificial mass loss from the
tile and thus additional storage increase in the subsurface. This problem is the result of
the application of the common node coupling between the subsurface media and tile drain
without differentiating the interface between them. The common node coupling approach is
only valid when the pressure continuity between two different domains is significant. On the
contrary, the embedded node coupling separates the flow process in the subsurface media
from that inside the drain and combines these two flow processes through the Darcy’s Law
when the drain flow equation is embedded into the subsurface flow equation. Furthermore, by
incorporating the pressurized flow routing, the new tile drain module can not only accurately
model the fast response of a horizontal well to the operation at its exit point but can provide
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a clear understanding of both the lateral flow to the well and the flow routing inside the
well.
4.5 Figures and Tables
Figure 4.1: The lateral fluxes into the tile and the water surface inside the tile.
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Figure 4.2: The embedded node coupling for a subsurface drain with the control volumes
and fluxes of linear block elements. Dt is the diameter of the drain, Dcv is the size of the
control volumes use for modeling the drain and the single-head arrows denote the fluxes.
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Figure 4.3: Control volumes and fluxes in linear 3D elements: (a) hexahedral block, (b)
triangle prisms. The single-head arrows denote the fluxes, x1, x2 and x3 are the cartesian
coordinates, and L is the midline. Note that the finite difference option (Panday et al.,
1993) and triangle grouping technique are applied.
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Figure 4.4: The Preissmann slot concept for a circular drain. ψt is the water depth, Dt is
the diameter, 0.999Dt is the depth above which the pressurized flow starts, and 0.91Dt is
the depth above which the hydraulic radius becomes fixed (Yen, 2004).
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Figure 4.5: The submerged outflow from the drain outlet in (a) conventional and (b)
managed drainage systems.
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Figure 4.6: The schematic of solution domain and numerical mesh for the mass balance
study.
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Figure 4.7: The simulated tile outflows and hypothetical upstream inflow to the tile for the
mass balance study.
Figure 4.8: The simulated water surface profiles over time inside the tile for the mass
balance study.
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Figure 4.9: The mass balance snapshot of the tile at t = 2996 s of the simulation by the
new tile module. The points denote the change of mass over the numerical time interval.
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Figure 4.10: The mass balance snapshot of the tile at t = 6028 s of the simulation by the
new tile module. The points denote the change of mass over the numerical time interval.
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Figure 4.11: The schematic of the sandbox experiment by Chen et al. (2003).
Figure 4.12: The finite element grid for modeling the sandbox experiment (Chen et al.,
2003) with HydroGeoSphere.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of simulated and observed falling head at location (0.415, 0.3,
0.8) in the sandbox (Chen et al., 2003).
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of simulated and observed falling head at location (0.415, 0.3,
0.1) in the sandbox (Chen et al., 2003).
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of simulated and observed falling head at location (1.565, 0.2,
0.6) in the sandbox (Chen et al., 2003).
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of simulated and observed falling head at location (2.265, 0.3,
0.4) in the sandbox (Chen et al., 2003).
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Table 4.1: Calibrated sand hydraulic properties for the sandbox experiment.
Method
Top Layera Second Layerb
Kc Ss
d K Ss
HydroGeoSphere 2.8E-4 1.13E-4 6.0E-4 1.13E-4
Chen et al. (2003) 1.27E-4 1.13E-2 1.24E-3 1.13E-2
a Sand layer within elevation of (0.9 m – 1 m).
b Sand layer within elevation of (0 m – 0.9 m).
c Saturated hydraulic conductivity [m/h].
d Specific storage coefficient [1/m].
Figure 4.17: The hydraulic head contours and velocity fields along the horizontal well at
the end of the sandbox experiment (Chen et al., 2003)
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Figure 4.18: The hydraulic head and flow to the well along the horizontal well at the end
of the sandbox experiment (Chen et al., 2003)
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Figure 4.19: The in-well flow and Reynolds number along the horizontal well at the end of
the sandbox experiment (Chen et al., 2003)
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATIONS TO SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE
FIELDS: MATRIX AND MACROPORE DOMAINS
In the real agricultural fields the soil macropores caused by the surface cracks, worm holes,
and root channels from the surface to the root zone provide massive preferential move-
ment paths for the water and chemicals to travel down to the subsurface drainage collection
systems and deep groundwater, significantly affecting the drainage outflow and solute break-
through at the drainage outlet and increasing the risk of groundwater pollution (Beven and
Germann, 1982; Flury , 1996). Because of the importance of such preferential paths, a
number of approaches have been developed to quantitatively describe the macropore flow
process by either modifying the soil retention curve in the near saturation region (Durner ,
1994; Mohanty et al., 1997), simplifying the process with an exponential formula for the soil
layer above the matrix layer (Shalit and Steenhuis , 1996), or separating the macropores from
the soil matrix with an additional Richards equation (van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976;
Gerke and van Genuchten, 1993a,b, 1996). To our knowledge, the dual porosity and dual
permeability methods which evolved from the last approach have been the most popular and
successful in the modeling and field studies (Haws et al., 2005; Ga¨rdena¨s et al., 2006) so far
and may also be a more rigorous mathematical explanation of the physical mechanism of
the macropore flow.
The dual porosity and dual permeability methods partition the soil domain into a macro-
pore domain and a matrix domain with the latter dominating the void volume. Both allow
flux exchange to occur between them but the dual porosity method restricts the flow process
inside the macropore while the dual permeability method assumes that flow can take place in
both domains (Ga¨rdena¨s et al., 2006). Since the modeling of macropore flow simply borrows
the Richards equation for modeling the matrix flow and uses another set of parameters for
describing the water retention curve, the dual permeability method is more physically com-
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plicated and more computationally expensive than the dual porosity method. Haws et al.
(2005) showed that the dual porosity method can accurately model the drainage outflow
with reasonable calibrated soil parameters in their experimental fields. Their results may
be seen as the most encouraging among the extensive applications of dual domain methods.
Therefore, the dual porosity method is chosen for the applications of HydroGeoSphere with
the new tile drain module to our drainage field studies. In this chapter the modifications
of the dual permeability method to the dual porosity method in HydroGeoSphere are first
introduced, then the 2D modeling study of a parallel subsurface drainage system at the Wa-
ter Quality Field Station (WQFS) in West Lafayette, Indiana (Stillman et al., 2007; Haws
et al., 2005) is conducted to verify the effectiveness of the dual porosity method with Hy-
droGeoSphere, and finally, the 3D modeling of an irregular drainage system named site B1
and located in Vermillion County, Illinois (Badiger , 2001) is demonstrated with the new tile
drain module.
5.1 Modeling Macropore Flow
HydroGeoSphere implements a modified Richards equation for the macropore flow based on
the dual permeability method by Gerke and van Genuchten (1993a):
wd
(
Sd,wSd,s
∂ψd
∂t
+ θd,s
∂Sd,w
∂t
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
wdKd,ijKd,r
∂ (ψd + zd)
∂xj
)
− Γd ±Qd = 0 (5.1)
where the subscript d stands for the dual continuum - macropore, ψ is the pressure head
[L], wd is the volume fraction of the macropore domain in the soil [-] and the flux exchange
term Γd is expressed in the equation (5.2):
Γd = βdγwKaKa,r(ψd − ψ)/a2 = ωdKa,r(ψd − ψ) (5.2)
where βd is a geometrical shape factor [-], a is the macropore - matrix skin thickness over
which the flow exchange occurs [L], γw is an empirical scaling factor [-], Ka is the interface
hydraulic conductivity between macropore and matrix [-], Ka,r is the relative permeability
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[-] and ωd is the first order fluid exchange coefficient [1/T] at the matrix-macropore interface.
Similar to equations (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13), the discrete equation (5.3) for the macropore
flow is obtained by applying the CVFE method, mass lumping technique, and fully-implicit
scheme:
[
(Sd,w,ISd,s,Iψd,I + θd,s,ISd,w,I)
L+1 − (Sd,w,ISd,s,Iψd,I + θd,s,ISd,w,I)L
] wd,Ivd,I
∆t
=
∑
J∈ηd,I
(
wd,Iγ
L+1
d,IJ λ
L+1
d,IJχd,IJ
)
+ (Γd,I)dp (5.3)
where the (Γd,I)dp stands for the exchange flux between the dual continuum node I and the
porous media node dp.
The dual porosity method then can be formed by modifying the dual permeability method
in HydroGeoSphere to satisfy our modeling needs: 1) swap the soil and flow parameters for
the matrix and macropore domains so that the tile drains directly share nodes with the
macropore domain; (2) increase wd, the volumetric fraction for the macropore domain, to
1 so that θd,s represents the volume of the macropore voids; (3) and reduce the hydraulic
conductivity to 0 for the matrix domain. The first step ensures the tile drains are within
the water flowing domain so that the rapid outburst and fast recession of drainage flow
can be modeled. The second step reflects the difference in the domain partition of the
dual porosity and dual permeability methods: θs = θp,s + θd,s in the former method and
θs = (1 − wd)θp,s + wdθd,s in the latter, where θs is the volume of soil voids and θp,s is the
volume of porous media voids. Note that 1−wd, the domain fraction for the matrix domain,
is directly modified to 1 inside the computer code. The last step turns the matrix domain into
a storage place that contributes to drainage flow through the macropore - matrix interface
only.
5.2 2D Study: Water Quality Field Station in West Lafayette, IN
The Water Quality Field Station (WQFS) in West Lafayette, Indiana is an agricultural
experiment facility for monitoring and evaluating water quality under different agricultural
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practices. The following data for this drainage station are obtained from Stillman et al.
(2007); Haws et al. (2005); Haws (2003). The WQFS station consists of 54 individually
drained plots. The northern 48 plots measure 48.5 m long and 10 m wide each and their
bottom and sides are hydraulic isolated with an impermeable wall. Only the center 10 x
24 m2 of these plots are used as the drainage lysimeters. The southern six plots measure
60 m wide and 48.5 m long each and are hydraulic isolated with subsurface drains at their
perimeters. For each of the 54 plots, a single drain is installed about 1 m below the surface.
The northern and southern drains have a drainage spacing of 10 m and 30 m, respectively.
Haws et al. (2005); Haws (2003) studied Plots 51 and 52 with the numerical model Hydrus2D
(Sˇim˚unek et al., 1999), while Stillman et al. (2007) modeled Plots 10-13, 18, and 33 with a
semi-analytical method. In this 2D study, Plot 18 is modeled.
Because the drainge systems are simply parallel and the soil is homogeneous at WQFS
(Haws , 2003), Plot 18 can be directly modeled in 2D with a tile drain at the center. For
comparison, the observed drainage flow is then converted to flow per unit drain length
with a factor of 1/24. The tile drain is assumed to have an effective radius of 0.01 m for
the commonly used drain diameter of 0.1 m (Haws et al., 2005; Mohammad and Skaggs ,
1983). Figure 5.1 shows that the soil domain of Plot 18 is discretized with a finite element
mesh, which has 1400 block elements in total, and the effective drain at the plot center is
approximated with four squares of equal side length of 0.02 m. The element size is decreased
from the left and right boundaries to the center for accommodating the flow convergence
towards the drain. When the dual porosity method is applied, the same elements in Figure
5.1 are used for both the matrix and macropore domains. When surface flow is applied,
the top faces of the numerical mesh in Figure 5.1 are selected for the surface domain. The
surface flow is added to this 2D study to improve the modeling of water infiltration from
rainfall into the soil, which usually requires the top boundary condition to change from flux
to head when the rainfall saturates the top soil.
The WQFS station has Drummer silty clay loam soil with glacial till about 2 m below the
surface and, according to Kladivko et al. (2001), numerous macropores can be observed. The
calibrated soil parameters listed in Table 5.1 to be used for Plot 18 are obtained from Haws
et al. (2005), who performed the inverse drainage flow modeling using both the dual porosity
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and single porosity method. The water retention curves for all the soils in Table 5.1 are then
plotted in Figure 5.2. Note that the soil parameters for sand and silty clay loam are obtained
from the Rosetta database (Schaap, 1999) and provide a comparison with those calibrated
Drummer soil properties. The steady state drainage flow and resistance adjustment factor
are also listed in Table 5.1. They are obtained based on the solution by Kirkham (1949) and
the iterative procedure discussed in Chapter 3 for the numerical mesh shown in Figure 5.1.
During simulation, the four elements used to approximate the tile drain in Figure 5.1 are
selected and assigned with a modified saturated hydraulic conductivity which is a product
of the resistance adjustment factor and the saturated hydraulic conductivity.
Stillman et al. (2007) compiled five rainfall events from the data collected during the years
1997 and 2002 at the WQFS station that can satisfy the water balance between the total
rainfall amount and tile outflow volume for their semi-analytical solution of drainage flow. In
this study, event 2 which occurred on March 13, 1997 at Plot 18 with a total precipitation of
2.97 cm is selected. The observed rainfall shown in Figure 5.3 serves as the external source to
the surface flow that infiltrates into the macropore domain directly. Since the drainage plots
at the WQFS station all have isolated hydraulic boundaries, therefore, no flow boundary
conditions are applied to the left, right, and bottom boundaries of the modeled domains for
Plot 18. The drain node at the plot center is prescribed with a constant hydraulic head of
1.01 m to represent a full flow drain since no flow routing is needed for a unit length tile
drain. Because no rainfall and tile drain flow data are provided in Stillman et al. (2007) for
the time before event 2, the initial pressure condition in the soil can not be obtained from
simulating the drainage flow before event 2. Instead, a flat groundwater table at a certain
depth below the surface can be used to find the initial pressure heads with the assumption
of hydrostatic pressure distribution. The initial groundwater table depth is sought in this
study by trying out a few different depths in the simulations and comparing the simulated
and observed drain outflow in the first 20 days of event 2.
Figure 5.3 plots the simulated drainage flow from both the dual and single porosity meth-
ods with the calibrated parameters in Table 5.1 in comparison with the observed flow data,
which, according to Stillman et al. (2007), were measured with tipping bucket flow meters
and data loggers at the WQFS station. As shown, both simulated flows matches the ob-
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served flow fairly well, especially when the drainage flow is greater than 0.01 [m2/h]. The
overestimation of simulated flows in the first 5 hours is caused by the initial estimation of
groundwater table depth, which was found to be 0.8 m for the dual porosity method and 1.1
m for the single porosity method by trial and error. The initial groundwater table depths
are different because the dual porosity method uses a smaller hydraulic conductivity and
thus needs a higher initial groundwater table in order to match the peak flow at the correct
time. The initial flow from the single porosity method is negative because the constant
pressure boundary at the drain outlet is greater than the initial groundwater table so that
the flow direction is from the outside into the soil. This type of artificial negative flow
can be eliminated by the use of ghost node flow condition in the new tile drain module.
The overestimation of simulated flows in the last 40 hours can be caused by many factors,
such as data quality, heterogeneity in the soil, seepage into the deep groundwater, but it
should be noted that low flow is always difficult to model in hydrology. In this period, the
single porosity method produces a slightly faster recession than the dual porosity method
because the dual porosity method contains the non-flowing matrix domain that can delay
the outflow from the drain. For evaluating the predictive power of hydrological models, the
Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient is usually used (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970). The
Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient is defined as:
E = 1−
∑T
t=1 (Q
t
o −Qtm)2∑T
t=1
(
Qto −Qo
)2 (5.4)
where E is the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient, Qo is the observed discharge, Qo is the mean of
the observed discharge, Qm is the modeled discharge, Q
t
o is the observed discharge at time t
and T is the total time. The Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient ranges from −∞ to 1 and the closer
it is to 1, the more accurate the model is. For the simulated flow results in Figure 5.3, the
Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient is 0.928 and 0.959 for the dual and single porosity methods, respec-
tively. These numbers not only verify that the newly-implemented dual porosity method for
HydroGeoSphere but indicate that the macropores are indeed an important component in
the agricultural field and can determine the success of drainage flow modeling. This result
can be easily seen from the difference between the calibrated soil parameters in Table 5.1
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and the water retention curves in Figure 5.2 for the dual and single porosity methods and
those for the silty clay loam obtained from the Rosetta database (Schaap, 1999).
Besides the initial groundwater table depth, the first-order fluid exchange coefficient ωd,
defined in equation (5.2), is also calibrated by trial and error for obtaining the best simulated
flow for the dual porosity method shown in Figure 5.3. When the dual porosity method is
used with HydroGeoSphere, the rain water infiltrates into the macropore domain only, not the
matrix domain. Therefore, a large fluid exchange coefficient can transfer a large percentage
of the water received by the macropore domain to the matrix domain, while a small fluid
exchange coefficient will prevent the transfer process with the matrix domain. The large fluid
exchange coefficient then will produce a lower drainage flow peak and a longer drainage flow
recession than the small fluid exchange coefficient. Figure 5.4 exactly illustrates such impact
on the modeled drainage flow at Plot 18 when three different fluid exchange coefficients
of 5.0E-3, 1.5E-3, and 0.3E-3 [1/h] are used for the dual porosity method. The best fluid
exchange coefficient was found to be 1.5E-3 [1/h] by comparing the measured and modeled
drainage flow for event 2.
In order to understand better the flow environment at Plot 18 under event 2 and further
verify the assumptions used by the dual and single porosity methods, the water mass balance
can be examined. For the dual porosity method, the following mass balance equation can
be developed:
Qrain +Qdrain =
∆Ssurface
∆t
+
∆Smatrix
∆t
+
∆Smacropore
∆t
(5.5)
where ∆t is the numerical time step, Q denotes the flow rate [L3/T] and S denotes the
storage volume [L3]. Equation (5.5) indicates that the sum of the change in storage of the
surface, matrix and macropore domain over each time step must equal to the sum of the
flow rate of rainfall and tile drain for that time step. For the single porosity method, the
mass balance equation is obtained by removing the macropore storage term from equation
(5.5):
Qrain +Qdrain =
∆Ssurface
∆t
+
∆Smatrix
∆t
(5.6)
Figure 5.5 plots all the mass terms in equation (5.5) for all the time steps used for the
simulation of event 2 with the dual porosity method at Plot 18. Because HydroGeoSphere
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implements the adaptive time stepping for reducing computer runtime and increasing numer-
ical convergence (see Chapter 2), the numerical time steps used during the simulation are not
equal and can vary between the predefined minimum of 1.0E-6 [h] and maximum of 1.0E-1
[h]. As shown in Figure 5.5 all the mass terms start to increase after the rainfall begins.
Note that the negative sign in Figure 5.5 means that the water leaves the soil for the flow
terms and decreases for the storage terms. In Figure 5.5 the macropore and surface storage
terms reach their peak rates at the same time as the rainfall reaches its peak rate, while the
matrix storage reach its peak rate at about 1.5 h after the macropore and surface storage
stop increasing. This delay of the matrix storage increase is an intrinsic property of the dual
porosity method, in which the soil matrix serves as a storage only without any water flow.
The drainage flow is supplied by the rainfall only when the macropore and surface storages
are still increasing but is later contributed by the rainfall as well as the macropore and sur-
face storages when the latter two storage terms start to decrease. The result that the matrix
storage increases all the time and contributes very slowly to the drainage flow indicates that
the pressure inside the soil matrix responds slowly to the rainfall, which connects with the
macropore domain only, and the exchange flux always goes from the macropore domain to
the matrix domain in this simulation. When the matrix storage, surface storage and rainfall
all stop, the macropore storage then decreases to fully supply the drainage flow. Similarly,
Figure 5.6 is a representation of the mass balance during the flow simulation of event 2 at
Plot 18 with the single porosity method. As it shows, the drainage flow is contributed by
the rainfall only until it reaches its peak flow rate; after the peak flow, the drainage flow is
then contributed by both the rainfall and the matrix storage until the rainfall stops; finally,
after the rainfall stops, the drainage flow is contributed by the matrix storage only.
By comparing the drainage flow and mass balance during the simulation of event 2 at
Plot 18 of the WQFS station, the difference between the dual and single porosity methods
can be observed. The single porosity method performs slightly better than the dual porosity
method in this 2D simulation. This is caused by the trial-and-error calibration approach
used here; otherwise, the dual porosity method would produce better results than the single
porosity method because the dual porosity method has more parameters to calibrate. Haws
et al. (2005) shows that the dual porosity method performs better than the single porosity
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method in his drainage flow simulation of Plots 51 and 52 at the WQFS station with the
rigorous inverse flow modeling option in Hydrus2D (Sˇim˚unek et al., 1999). In addition, the
application of these two methods in this 2D study indicates that the macropore indeed exists
in the drainage field since the the calibrated water retention curve for the macropore domain
in the dual porosity method and that for the matrix domain in the single porosity method
are dramatically different than those for the silty clay loam in the Rosetta database (Schaap,
1999). the single porosity method incorporates the effects of soil macropore implicitly by
calibrating the retention curve for the soil matrix; however, the dual porosity method ex-
plicitly treats the soil macropore as a separate domain, which can be considered as a more
physically-based approach.
5.3 3D Study: Site B1 in Vermillion County, IL
The drainage site B1, located in Vermillion County, IL, is part of the Little Vermillion River
Agricultural Non-Point Source Hydrologic Unit Area Project whose goal is to determine if
selected management practices can eliminate, reduce or retard the movement of agrichem-
icals to groundwater and streams (Mitchell et al., 1994). The following tile layout, surface
elevation, soil properties, drainage flow and rainfall data for site B1 are obtained from Pro-
fessor Richard Cooke (personal communication) and his graduate students (Northcott , 1999;
Badiger , 2001) at the University of Illinois who had worked on this drainage site.
Site B1 is a tile-drained agricultural farmland that is about 240 m in the east-west direction
and 260 m in the north-south direction. The drainage system at site B1 contains five tile
drains that are lying at about 1 m below the land surface. As shown in Figure 5.7, three tile
drains which are parallel in the east-west direction serve as the lateral drains while the other
tile drain serves as the main drain. The main drain not only removes soil water from along
its length, but also collects drainage water from the lateral drains and routes the drainage
water to the small ditch along the south boundary. The drainage layout at site B1 is a result
of the undulating land topography. Figure 5.8 illustrates that the land elevation is high at
the north-west and south-east corners and is low at the north-east and south-west corners
and the maximum elevation difference is about 2 m. Note that the reference elevation for
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this mesh is arbitrarily defined. The main drain was placed below the land depression near
the south boundary so that it can provide possible slopes for the lateral drains. In order to
accurately and efficiently model the undulating land topography and the irregular drainage
system at the site B1, a 3D finite element mesh with a constant total thickness of 2 m below
the land surface is created. As shown in Figure 5.8, the finite element mesh for site B1
consists of nine layers of varying thickness. Each mesh layer has 1365 block elements of
different sizes and the two thin mesh layers in the middle provide their interface for laying
out the tile drains. The block elements along the the tile drains all have square faces of the
same side length of 0.2 m on the vertical cross sections that are perpendicular to the tile
drains. Note that this side length is the basis for deriving the resistance adjustment factor
for 3D finite element meshes (see Chapters 3 and 4) when those vertical cross sections are
used for calculating the 2D steady state drainage flow (Kirkham, 1949).
The soil at site B1 is the common Drummer series in central Illinois, which is usually
poorly drained and moderately permeable. Badiger (2001) approximated the soil strata
information obtained from the field to consist of four layers for representing the typical
stratification of eight and more layers in the Drummer series. The soil hydraulic parameters
for these four layers are listed in Table 5.2 and their water retention curves are plotted in
Figure 5.9. Also plotted in Figure 5.9 are the calibrated retention curves for the dual and
single porosity methods applied by Haws et al. (2005) for the drainage plots at the WQFS
station (see Section 2). By comparing all the retention curves for the matrix domain in Figure
5.9, it can be observed that the calibrated curve for the matrix domain in the dual porosity
method has similar shape with the retention data from Badiger (2001) while the calibrated
curve for the matrix domain in the single porosity method has significantly different slopes.
Therefore, a good choice of the dual porosity model for site B1 is the combination of the
homogeneous macropore domain from Haws et al. (2005) and the four-layer matrix domain
from Badiger (2001). This 3D study employs this estimation and leaves the saturated
hydraulic conductivity for the macropore domain and the first-order fluid transfer coefficient
for the matrix domain for further calibration. During the calibration process, a few saturated
hydraulic conductivities for the macropore domain has been adjusted and are listed in Table
5.3, but the same values used by Haws et al. (2005) are utilized for the first-order fluid
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transfer coefficient and the matrix porosity . For each hydraulic conductivity in Table 5.3,
the steady state drainage flow by Kirkham (1949) and resistance adjustment factor are
calculated using a representative 2D drainage field for site B1 with the approach discussed
in Chapter 4. This representative 2D drainage field measures 30 m wide and 2 m deep and
has a single tile at the center. The drainage spacing of 30 m is a typical spacing used for
drainage design (Drablos and Moe, 1984) and the soil depth of 2 m is the same as that at site
B1. The tile drain at the representative field is assumed to have the common drain diameter
of 0.1 m whose effective drain radius is about 0.01 m (Mohammad and Skaggs , 1983). As
shown in Figure 5.10, this 2D drainage field is discretized roughly the same as the numerical
mesh for site B1 in Figure 5.8 with four 0.2 m x 0.2 m square elements at the center for
approximating the tile drain. When the new tile drain module is applied for 3D drainage
fields, the flow in the actual drains is modeled. Therefore, as discussed in Chapter 4, the
steady state drainage flow is calculated with the effective drain radius but the resistance
adjustment factor is found for the fully-saturated actual drain.
According to Northcott (1999), precipitation was measured at site B1 with a tipping bucket
rain gauge connected to an electronic data logger and accumulated to an hourly basis. For
this study, the hourly rainfall data during March 1995 (see Figure 5.11) are used because
the single peak on the drainage outflow hydrograph for this period can simplify the com-
parison of the new and old tile drain modules, the test of dual and single porosity methods,
and the calibration of soil parameters. Unlike the 2D study above, where the rainfall data
and the drainage flow were carefully selected and can reach balance themselves (Stillman
et al., 2007), the 3D study for site B1 models not only the surface flow, subsurface flow, and
drainage flow but also the evapotranspiration. Therefore, it is important to obtain correct
potential evapotranspiration (PET) data and implement a meaningful actual evapotranspi-
ration (AET) simulation. The daily PET data during March 1995 was obtained from the
Illinois Climate Network (ICN) at the Illinois State Water Survey and then disaggregated
within the daylight hours using a sine wave function as below:
PETh =
∫ he
hs
sin [(t− ds)/(de − ds)pi]∫ de
ds
sin [(t− ds)/(de − ds)pi]
PETd (5.7)
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where d, h and t denote the time in day, hour, and minute, respectively, and the subscripts
s and e denote the starting and ending time in minute, respectively. Figure 5.11 plots the
hourly PET and precipitation data to be used for site B1. As shown, the total PET is about
only 6 percent more than the total precipitation, implying that the 3D modeling study
would be strongly biased if the evapotranspiration is not considered. HydroGeoSphere has
a sophisticated evapotranspiration module that includes plant interception, transpiration,
and evaporation; however, according to Northcott (1999), corn was planted on April 16,
1995 at site B1 so that only evaporation needs to be modeled for this study. Therefore,
in HydroGeoSphere, the applied PET is first deducted from the surface water and then the
rest is applied as sink terms to the subsurface flow that are distributed from the surface
to a maximum depth along the vertical soil profile using a quadratic decay function. The
maximum evaporation depth is set to 0.8 m. Also, the limiting soil saturation is applied
such that the PET sink terms will stop extracting water from the soil if the soil saturation
falls below 0.6. The total evapotranspiration deducted by the surface and subsurface flow is
then the actual evapotranspiration (AET). For further details about the evapotranspiration
module in HydroGeoSphere, readers are referred to the user manual by Therrien et al. (2006).
Since there is no inverse modeling option in HydroGeoSphere, the following boundary and
initial conditions for the drainage flow simulation of site B1 are obtained through calibration
by trial and error. The critical depth boundary condition is applied to all the boundaries
of the surface domain so that surface runoff becomes possible and no artificial water ponds
can build up along the surface boundaries. For the drainage flow, the ghost node boundary
condition from the new tile drain module is applied. The ghost node is assumed to have
the same elevation as the drainage outlet and a prescribed pressure of zero. As discussed in
Chapter 4, this boundary condition allows the water depth at the drainage outlet to vary
with time and eliminates the artificial flow into the soil system caused by the prescribed
pressure boundary condition (see Figure 5.3). Because the dual porosity method assumes
no water flow in the matrix domain, the no flow boundary condition is always used for all
the boundaries of the matrix domain when the dual porosity method is applied. For the
macropore domain, the rainfall in Figure 5.11 is applied as the time-varying flux boundary
condition to the top boundary. The no flow boundary condition is applied at the lower
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boundary since the bottom is assumed to be impermeable. On the east, west, and north
boundaries of the macropore domain (see Figures 5.7 and 5.8), the no flow boundary con-
dition is also used by assuming the lateral flow between site B1 and its neighbor lands has
negligible effects on the near surface groundwater flow. Although there is a ditch along the
south boundary of site B1 (see Figure 5.7), the possible seepage from this boundary should
not produce significant change to the drainage flow because the main drain is perpendicular
to this boundary and the subsurface flow will converge to the land depression whose center
is about 50 meters away from this boundary. Therefore, a no flow boundary is also applied
to the south boundary of the macropore domain.
Like the 2D study above in the previous section, the initial pressure condition in both the
macropore and matrix domains is sought through calibrating the initial groundwater table
depth by trial and error in order to match the drainage flow initiation and peak flow time
with the observed rainfall. The normal approach of obtaining the initial pressure condition
by performing a steady state simulation using some average rainfall and drainage flow is
not applied here because this approach is offered for long term hydrologic simulations with
complete climate and hydrologic data and may not produce a groundwater table that is
suitable for short term simulations. The observed drainage flow data indicate that the
groundwater table was below the tile drains at the beginning of March 1995 at site B1.
Instead, a simplified groundwater table dropping simulation is created for this study. In this
simplified 3D simulation, only the subsurface flow is considered and the same mesh in Figure
5.8 is used. The initial groundwater table is set at the land surface and no flow boundary
conditions are applied to the four side boundaries and top boundary of the macropore domain
and all the boundaries of the matrix domain. The groundwater table is then simulated to
drop by applying a negative flux at the bottom of the macropore domain. The magnitude
of the negative flux relates to the convergence capability of the numerical model as well as
the computation time for the groundwater table to drop to a certain depth. In this study, a
value of 1.0E-3 [m/hr] is used for the negative flux. Figure 5.12 plots the saturation profiles
of the macropore and matrix domains at the drainage outlet of site B1 at time 5, 10, 20, and
40 hour in the simplified simulation. In Figure 5.12, the lag of the saturation profile in the
matrix domain is the intrinsic feature of the dual porosity method in which the saturation
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and pressure in the matrix domain can only vary when the water transfer occurs between the
macropore and matrix domains. The pressure heads at 40 hr are then used as an estimation
of the initial pressure condition for the actual simulation of site B1 because Figure 5.12
shows that the groundwater table already falls below the position of the drainage outlet (1
m below the surface) at that time.
Figure 5.13 compares the daily drainage outflow at site B1 from the application of the
trial values of hydraulic conductivities and resistance adjustment factors in Table 5.3 to the
macropore domain of the dual porosity method. In general, large hydraulic conductivities
for the macropore domain tend to overestimate the observed flow while small hydraulic
conductivities tend to underestimate the observed flow because the tile drains are modeled
in the macropore domain so the hydraulic conductivity has direct impact on the simulated
drainage outflow. The simulations with Kd = 0.024 and 0.036 [m/h] fit well the observed
flow recession in overall; however, the simulations with Kd = 0.012 and 0.048 [m/h] seriously
underestimate and overestimate the peak flow of the first storm event, respectively. This
result is reflected in the Nash-Sutcliffe coeffient defined in equation (5.4), which is 0.547,
0.722, 0.828, and 0.657 for the simulated flow with Kd = 0.048, 0.036, 0.024, and 0.012
[m/h], respectively. Therefore, Kd of 0.024 [m/h] that produces the best Nash-Sutcliffe
coefficient is chosen as the calibrated hydraulic conductivity for the macropore domain in the
further analysis below. As Figure 5.13 shows, the simulation with Kd = 0.024 overestimates
the observed flow in the first week of March 1995 due to the trial-and-error estimation of
the initial pressure condition, underestimates the observed flow recession of the first storm
event due to the direct use of the water transfer coefficient from Haws et al. (2005) and
overestimates again the small storm events near the end of March 1995 due to possible
inexactness in the observed flow, rainfall and PET data. However, these simulation problems
are not significant enough to break the overall fitting of the simulated flow to the observed
flow, where the peak flow and hydrograph shape can also play great impact. The Nash-
Sutcliffe coefficient for the simulation with Kd = 0.024 verifies this result.
Figure 5.14 compares the daily drainage outflow at site B1 from the application of the trial
values of hydraulic conductivities and resistance adjustment factors to the matrix domain
of the single porosity method. The calibrated soil parameters for the matrix domain found
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by Haws et al. (2005) with the single porosity method (see Table 5.3) are used. The initial
pressure condition calibrated above for the macropore domain in the dual porosity method
is directly applied to the matrix domain of the single porosity method here because the
depth of groundwater table dominates the initial pressure distribution in the soil. From
Figure 5.14, general conclusions on the impact of hydraulic conductivity on the simulation
drainage flow are found to be similar to those from the application of the dual porosity
method. The Nash-Sutcliffe coeffient is 0.682, 0.781, 0.852, and 0.748 for the simulations
with Kd = 0.048, 0.036, 0.024, and 0.012 [m/h], respectively. This result indicates that the
single porosity method has better modeling efficiency than the dual porosity method for
this study. However, the comparison of Figures 5.13 and 5.14 shows that the single porosity
method significantly underestimates the recession limb of the observed drainage flow. The
dual porosity method produces better recession flow because the soil water transferred from
the matrix domain delays the sinking of groundwater table in the macropore domain when
the storm stops. Therefore, the dual porosity method explains better the flow mechanism in
the near surface soil of agricultural fields where the soil macropores are normally observable.
This finding is in accordance with the conclusion from the 2D study above that the dual
porosity method is more physically-based than the single porosity method.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the new tile drain module improves the old tile drain module
by incorporating the embedded node coupling, resistance adjustment factors for lateral flow
into tile drains, combined free-surface and pressurized flow routing, and ghost node boundary
condition into HydroGeoSphere. Figure 5.15 compares the drainage flow from the application
of the old and new tile drain modules to site B1. Both simulations use the same numerical
mesh, soil parameters, initial and boundary conditions. As shown, the drainage flow from
the old module is similar to that from the new module except the overestimation of peak
flow and underestimation of low flow. Part of the similarity for the old module comes from
the use of the same mesh as the new module in which uniform block elements are used along
the tile drains for conforming to the method of using resistance adjustment factors. The
old module produces a Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient of 0.808, which is only two percent smaller
than that from the new module. The difference between the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficients is
obviously caused the overestimation and underestimation just mentioned, which must reflect
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the difference in the components of the two modules. As shown in Figure 5.16, the old module
produces about 25% smaller low flow and 16% higher peak flow than the new module. The
smaller low flow results from the use of common node coupling and laminar flow assumption
for flow routing in the old module. This fact is exemplified in the mass balance study in
Chapter 4 that shows that the new tile drain module can preserve more water and produce
faster water flow inside the tile drains than the old tile drain module. The higher flow
peak results from the use of laminar flow assumption and wide open channel flow in the old
module. This fact is exemplified in the modeling study of a sandbox experiment in Chapter
4 that essentially illustrates that the old module does not model well when the groundwater
table is above the tile drains. It is no doubt that the simulation with the old module can be
further calibrated but the less realistic flow characteristics observed here will remain without
turning to the better assumptions in the new tile drain module.
The details of drainage flow simulation for site B1 with the dual porosity method and new
tile drain module are shown in Figure 5.17, in which the water depth at the land surface and
hydraulic pressure in the macropore and matrix domains at 172, 196, and 240 hour of the
simulation are plotted in contours. It can be observed from Figure 5.13 that the drainage
flow is at rising, peak, and recession stage at time 172, 196, and 240 hour of the simulation,
respectively. As shown, the water depth distribution conforms to the land topography and
the layout of tile drains at site B1. The surface water tends to converge from the high
lands to the low lands during the rain storms; therefore, the low lands at the south-west and
north-east corners have more ponded surface water than the high lands at the south-east
and north-west corners. In addition, the tile drains at site B1 can add extra features to the
surface water flow. Figure 5.17 shows that the tile drains underneath the surface can remove
the ponded water above them and create localized low surface water zones as well as attract
more surface water and create localized ponded surface water zones. These observations are
not contradictory because the former occurs during the storm period when the surface water
depth is relatively high and the land topography dominates the overland process while the
latter occurs during the non-storm period when the surface water depth is relatively low
and the drainage layout has larger impact than the land topography at the places where
the tile drains locate. The localized effects of tile drains on the surface water are caused by
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the drainage effects of tile drains on the pressure distribution in the macropore and matrix
domains. The snapshots of pressure distribution in the macropore and matrix domain during
the major storm event in the simulation indicate that the tile drains can create low pressure
zones along them and concentrate subsurface flow towards them. This observation is an
obvious reflection of the function of a subsurface drainage system. As shown, when the
storm water infiltrates the groundwater table rises up and the low pressure zones around
the tile drains have only localized extent; but when the storm stops, the groundwater table
retreats because of tile drains and the low pressure zones around the tile drains grow with a
large spatial extent. This result verifies the unique feature of the combined free-surface and
pressurized flow routing in the new tile drain module, since the old tile drain module assumes
that the groundwater table is always intercepted by the tile drains. The low pressure zones
in the macropore domain appear to be more homogeneous than those in the matrix domain
because the soil in the macropore domain is assumed to be homogeneous while it consists
of four layers of different properties in the matrix domain (see Table 5.2). Furthermore,
the low pressures zones can be seen to have greater extent below the low lands than those
below the high lands because the near-surface subsurface water not only converges to the
tile drains but also flows along the land topography. Therefore, the tile drains below the
low lands can effectively remove more water than those below the high lands. Figure 5.18
shows the lateral flow towards to the tile drain at the observation points plotted in Figure
5.7. The observation points 1 and 3 receive more lateral flow than the observation points 2
and 4 because they are located below the low lands while the other two points are located
below the high lands at site B1. Note that the peak lateral flow at observation point 1 is
capped at 10 [m3/h] because a large amount of surface water ponds at the land surface and
the soil at that point becomes fully saturated during that period (see Figure 5.17). Figure
5.19 validates this observation by showing that the pressures at observation points 1 and 3
stops increasing at the peak flow period. Figure 5.19 also shows that the pressure inside the
tile drains stays below the crest of tile drains (0.1 m) most of the time in the simulation
except the peak flow period, which again verifies the difference between the old and new tile
drain modules discussed above.
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5.4 Conclusions
The 2D and 3D modeling studies above illustrate that the application of HydroGeoSphere
with the dual porosity method and new tile drain module can produce fairly good drainage
flow results that are comparable to the observed data from the real subsurface drainage
fields. The dual porosity method is considered more physically-based than the single poros-
ity method by explicitly accounting for the effects of the soil macropore in the fields into
the modeling practice. The new tile drain module successfully demonstrates its capabilities
of modeling correct lateral flow to the drains and realistic flow transport inside the drains
under the complicated hydrologic and field conditions that are not available in the old tile
drain module in HydroGeoSphere. But it is important to realize that the current studies can
be further improved in the future by incorporating validation simulations of the drainage
flow after the calibrated flow periods. These validation simulations would require more com-
plete climate, hydrology, and soil data from the drainage fields than what are presented
here. Also, the current trial-and-error calibration approach may be biased towards a subset
of the total model parameters. For example, without considering in much detail the bound-
ary condition, water transfer coefficient and macropore volume fraction, the dual porosity
method can still produce good-fit of total tile flow for the drainage studies by using the
calibrated initial pressure condition and hydraulic conductivity. Therefore, a more rigorous
calibration approach should be applied in the future in order to thoroughly evaluate all the
model parameters affecting the simulated drainage flow.
Based on the simulation results presented above, the following are found to be of great
importance in the drainage flow modeling. First, the initial pressure condition in the field
strongly affects the simulated drainage flow during the beginning period, which is particularly
important for short-term flow simulations. For example, the initial condition for the 2D and
3D simulation needs to be calibrated so that the simulated flow can match the observed
drainage flow initiation time and peak flow. Second, the near-surface soil properties in the
field are different than those from the deep soil and measured in the laboratory. This is
the reason that the dual porosity method is included here since the tile drains are normally
installed at about 1 m below the surface. Third, the simplification of 3D drainage fields as
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2D may become problematic when the land topography is not flat. The 3D study shows
that the lateral flows are not uniform along the tile drains when the near-surface subsurface
flow follows the land topography. Finally, the assumption of the interception of tile drains
with the groundwater table is invalid during the major storm events which can saturate the
entire soil profile and make the pressure inside the drain exceed the crest of the drain pipe.
By including all these considerations into the drainage flow modeling practice, the chance
of obtaining physically-based good-fit simulation results can be greatly increased.
5.5 Figures and Tables
Figure 5.1: 2D finite element mesh for Plot 18 at the WQFS station.
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Figure 5.2: Water retention curves for the calibrated soil matrix and macropore at the
WQFS station (Haws et al., 2005). Note the sand and Silty Clay Loam data are from the
Rosetta database (Schaap, 1999).
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Figure 5.3: Rainfall, measured and modeled tile flows at Plot 18 of the WQFS station on
March 13, 1997.
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Figure 5.4: Impact of first-order exchange fluid coefficient ωd of the dual porosity method
on the modeled tile flow at Plot 18 of the WQFS station on March 13, 1997.
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Figure 5.5: The evolution of mass balance during the drainage simulation of event 2 at
Plot 18 at the WQFS station with the dual porosity method.
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Figure 5.6: The evolution of mass balance during the drainage simulation of event 2 at
Plot 18 at the WQFS station with the single porosity method.
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Figure 5.7: Drainage system layout at site B1, Vermillion County, IL.
Figure 5.8: 3D finite element mesh for the site B1 in Vermilliion County, IL
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Table 5.2: Depth-averaged soil parameters for the Drummer soil at site B1a.
Depth θs
b θr
c αd βe Kf
0-39 cm 0.49 0.09 15.36 1.1403 0.014
39-48 cm 0.48 0.08 53.99 1.1121 0.008
48-80 cm 0.40 0.08 10.12 1.0981 0.006
80-200 cm 0.48 0.08 3.265 1.1967 0.009
a Field study by Badiger (2001) .
b Saturated moisture content.
c Residual moisture content.
d Inverse of air entry pressure [1/m].
e Pore-size distribution index.
f Saturated hydraulic conductivity [m/h].
i Resistance adjustment factor.
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Figure 5.9: Depth-averaged water retention curves for the Drummer soils at site B1
(Badiger , 2001). Note that the dual and single porosity data are from Haws et al. (2005).
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Table 5.3: Calibrated soil parameters for the macropore domain at site B1.
Kd
a Qb Cd
c
0.048 5.397E-2 0.573
0.036 4.408E-2 0.574
0.024 2.699E-2 0.574
0.012 1.349E-2 0.572
a Saturated hydraulic conductivity [m/h].
b Steady drainage flow [m2/h] by Kirkham (1949).
c Resistance adjustment factor.
Figure 5.10: Representative 2D drainage cross section and numerical mesh for site B1.
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Figure 5.11: Hourly rainfall and potential evapotranspiration at site B1 in March 1995.
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Figure 5.12: Saturation profiles at the drainage outlet of site B1 during the initialization
simulation.
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Figure 5.13: Simulated drainage outflows with the dual porosity method for site B1 during
March 1995.
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Figure 5.14: Simulated drainage outflows with the single porosity method for site B1
during March 1995.
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Figure 5.15: Simulated drainage outflows with the old and new tile drain modules for site
B1 during March 1995 .
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Figure 5.16: The difference of simulated drainage outflow between the old and new tile
drain modules for site B1 during March 1995.
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Figure 5.18: Lateral flow towards the tile drain at observations points during the 3D
simulation of drainage flow at site B1 in March 1995 with the dual porosity method and
new tile drain module in HydroGeoSphere.
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Figure 5.19: Pressure inside the tile drain at observations points during the 3D simulation
of drainage flow at site B1 in March 1995 with the dual porosity method and new tile drain
module in HydroGeoSphere.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The focus of this dissertation has been the analysis, implementation, verification and ap-
plication of a fully-coupled physically-based new tile drain module in HydroGeoSphere for
modeling the conventional and managed subsurface drainage practices. The following is a
summary of the main conclusions presented in previous chapters.
In Chapter 2, the integrated hydrology model HydroGeoSphere is reviewed by introducing
the governing equations and numerical forms of the hydrologic components and discussing the
numerical features of the model implementation. Also, we reviewed the traditional numerical
methods for coupling the surface and subsurface flow and then analyzed and compared the
common and dual node coupling approaches used in HydroGeoSphereP˙articular focus was
on the dual node coupling approach by examining the Darcy equation used to express the
exchange flux between the surface and subsurface domains. We found that the flux limiter
for constraining the exchange flux can be applied to reduce mass error with the dual node
coupling approach.
In Chapter 3, the resistance adjustment and drain conductance methods for modeling 2D
groundwater flow to tile drains are thoroughly analyzed. We introduced the application
of the effective drain radius and resistance adjustment factor for the resistance adjustment
method; we also pointed out how the effective drain radius is used to account for the flow
resistance during groundwater flow towards the tile drain while the resistance adjustment
factor is for reducing the effects of mesh configuration around the drain node on the modeled
drainage flow. We derived an explicit numerical formula for the resistance adjustment factor
based on the control volumes and fluxes for the drain node in the linear Galerkin finite
element method and found that the resistance adjustment method is the upper limit of
the drain conductance method by comparing their numerical formula. We also provided
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an iterative procedure for quickly calculating the resistance adjustment factor and showed
the connection between the resistance adjustment factor and the drain conductance. We
illustrated the use of the resistance adjustment factor and drain conductance by applying the
resistance adjustment and drain conductance methods to 2D steady and transient numerical
examples. We concluded that the resistance adjustment factor is an efficient approach for
reducing the effects of mesh configuration around the drain node on the simulated drainage
flow, and the resistance adjustment factor can be used to increase the accuracy and extent
of the drain conductance method.
In Chapter 4, the implementation and verification of the new tile drain module for Hydro-
GeoSphere are discussed. The new tile drain module is developed for solving four essential
problems: the coupling of tile drains into subsurface flow, lateral flow to tile drains, flow
routing inside tile drains, and boundary condition at the drainage outlet for performing 3D
modeling of the conventional and managed subsurface drainage practices. We developed an
embedded node coupling method in order to explicitly model the exchange fluxes between
the tile drains and subsurface media in order to eliminate the less physically-based pressure
continuity assumption in the common node coupling applied to the old tile drain module
in HydroGeoSphere. The embedded node coupling also provides the basis for accurately
modeling the lateral flow to the tile drains. We then incorporated the resistance adjustment
factor to account for the effects of mesh configuration on modeling lateral flow to tile drains
in 3D framework. We also emphasized that the numerical discretization of uniform elements
along the tile drains is necessary for applying the resistance adjustment method. For flow
routing inside tile drains, we combined the free-surface and pressurized flow routing methods
using the Preissmann slot concept. This technique is particularly important for accurately
modeling peak drainage flow when the groundwater rises above the tile drains and removes
the approximate assumption of groundwater table interception with tile drains all the time
in the old tile drain module. We also improved the boundary condition for the drainage
outlet in the old tile drain module by using a ghost node boundary condition, which allows
the pressure at the drainage outlet to change with time and exchange with that in the nearby
surface water body. In order to verify the new tile drain module, we developed a hypothet-
ical numerical experiment to study the mass balance in the tile drains and reproduced a
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sandbox experiment with a horizontal well to study the effects of high groundwater table on
the simulated drainage flow. The mass balance study shows that new tile drain module can
not only keep more water but produce faster water transport inside the tile drain than the
old tile drain module. The sandbox experiment study indicates the new tile drain module
can model better the flow condition of high groundwater table above the tile drains than the
old tile drain module.
In Chapter 5, applications of the new tile drain module and dual porosity method with
HydroGeoSphere to the real 2D and 3D agricultural drainage fields are presented. We ex-
plained that the dual porosity method is a possible physically-based method for modeling
the effects of soil macropores on the subsurface flow and provided an alternative approach
for implementing the dual porosity method in HydroGeoSphere. The 2D study of drainage
flow at Plot 18 of the WQFS station in Indiana shows that the drainage flow simulation can’t
succeed without the incorporation of soil macropores because the soil parameters calibrated
for the observed drainage flow are dramatically different than measured values. We prefer
the dual porosity method to the single porosity method because the latter accounts for the
soil macropore implicitly in the calibrated soil retention curve. The 3D study of drainage
flow at site B1 in Illinois indicates that the application of the new tile drain module and dual
porosity method can simulate the drainage flow fairly well with reasonably calibrated soil
initial pressure condition and soil parameters. The 3D study also shows that the new tile
drain module performs better than the old tile drain module by simulating more accurate
peak drainage flow and faster low drainage flow. These findings correspond directly with
those discussed in Chapter 4. Another important finding from the 3D study is that the land
topography not only has a great impact on the surface and subsurface flow but strongly
affects the lateral flow towards tile drains; the tile drains at low lands can received more
lateral flow than those at high lands.
As far as we know, the above studies with the new tile drain module and HydroGeoSphere
are the first rigorous research efforts towards applying the fully-coupled physically-based ap-
proach to the combined modeling of hydrologic processes and subsurface drainage practices.
The new tile drain module not only provides a detailed physical description of tile drains
in the near surface soil that solves common misconceptions and difficulties at modeling tile
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drainage, but also brings in a new fully-coupled approach that emphasizes the control vol-
ume properties of the linear Galerkin finite element method. In particular, the thorough
analysis of the resistance adjustment and drain conductance methods can greatly increase
the modeling accuracy and theoretical basis of the resistance adjustment factor and drain
conductance, and the application of the Preissmann slot method to incorporating the pres-
surized flow routing is well suited for modeling the tile drains and horizontal wells under
the high groundwater table environment. With the new tile drain module, the 2D and 3D
modeling studies of two real drainage fields produce two major findings: the inclusion of soil
macropores is essential to the success of drainage flow modeling, and the land topography
has strong impact on the simulated lateral flow to tile drains and drainage outflow.
However, the current studies are by no means exhaustive about the modeling approaches
and the physics of subsurface drainage, and there are numerous areas needing further inves-
tigation. Therefore, we recommend the following for future research:
1. A thorough calibration of the drainage model parameters can be done with a more
rigorous approach than the trial-and-error approach applied in this research. PEST by
Doherty (2004) is one of the many tools that can be utilized with HydroGeoSphere for
this purpose. Such calibration studies must be planned carefully since the 3D fully-
coupled physically-based drainage flow simulation can take hours or days of computer
time to finish. After calibration, validation studies should be performed to further
evaluate the calibrated model parameters and assumptions and physical basis of the
applied numerical model. Both the calibration and validation studies require the col-
lection of complete climate, hydrology and soil data, which can only be available from
well-designed and well-maintained field experiments.
2. The impact of land topography on the solute transport at the subsurface drainage
fields can be carried out by combining the solute transport module and new tile drain
module in HydroGeoSphere. This research may be done in two stages: the first stage
is directed towards the modeling of conservative solutes while the second stage turns
to the modeling of non-conservative solutes at the drainage fields. The two-stage
process is useful because the first stage requires only the basic advection and dispersion
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transport modeling that are already available in HydroGeoSphere while the second
stage requires development of new sophisticated agrichemical transformation modules
for HydroGeoSphere. This research can also be used to further examine the physical
basis of dual domain methods for drainage modeling studies.
3. The new tile drain module can be combined with the surface and river flow modules
in HydroGeoSphere to investigate the impact of drainage flow on the surface water
hydrology at the field scale. This study requires developing an efficient numerical
module to allow the flow exchange between the drainage outlet and surface water body.
The ghost node boundary condition in the new tile drain can be used to model the
exchange flow by considering the water depth in the nearby drainage ditch as the water
pressure at the ghost node. This research can provide guidance on the management of
subsurface drainage systems and solute leaching into the surface water bodies.
4. Laboratory and numerical experiments can be performed to verify the flow resistance
during the groundwater flow towards the drain with different water depths that are
either lower or higher than the crest of the drain. Currently, the effective drain radius is
derived from the flow resistance during the groundwater flow towards a fully saturated
drain. If the flow resistance changes to a large extent among different water depths,
then the resistance adjustment factor should be developed as a function of water depth
instead of a constant number in the current studies.
5. Sophisticated numerical mesh generation tools are needed to create 3D finite element
meshes with uniform elements along the tile drains that have any slope and elevation
in space. The development of such tools can not only shorten the human hours for
preparing 3D drainage flow modeling studies but help investigate the impact of soil
heterogeneity on the resistance adjustment factor, which is currently derived from the
representative 2D meshes for the 3D fields.
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APPENDIX A
LINEAR GALERKIN FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The linear Galerkin finite element method (FEM) was recognized in its similarity to the
integrated finite difference method as early as the middle of 1970s (Narasimhan and With-
erspoon, 1976; Bank and Rose, 1987; Fung et al., 1992). Now, the whole family of the
continuous Galerkin FEM are widely accepted as the control volume (CV) finite element
method (Kropinski , 1990; Forsyth and Simpson, 1991; Cordes and Kinzelbach, 1992; Durlof-
sky , 1994) because they can provide local mass balance in the node-based control volumes.
In this Appendix the proof of the CVFEM will be developed first in an innovative way and
then through the step-by-step derivation from Kropinski (1990) and Forsyth and Simpson
(1991). Following the proof, the control volumes and their associated fluxes are illustrated
and investigated for linear triangular and bilinear rectangular elements along with discus-
sions on the construction of continuous velocity field in Cordes and Kinzelbach (1992) and
the finite difference (or volume) approximation in Panday et al. (1993).
The Richards equation for the unsaturated subsurface flow is composed of the mass balance
equation (A.1) and the Darcy’s equation (A.2):
θs
∂Sw
∂t
+∇ · q = 0 (A.1)
q = −KKr∇h (A.2)
where θs is the saturated moisture content, Sw is the water saturation, which is a function
of the pressure head h [L], q is the velocity vector [LT−1], K is the saturated hydraulic
conductivity tensor [LT−1], and Kr is the relative permeability, which is also a function of h.
Applying the Galerkin method to equation (A.1), the weak form of the Richards equation
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can be obtained: ∫
Ω
(
θs
∂Sw
∂t
)
NIda+
∫
Ω
(∇ · q)NIda = 0 (A.3)
where Ω is the solution domain and NI is the basis function of node I in the discretized
domain. The basis function NI has only limited support and equals one at node I but zero
at all the others.
A.1 Local Mass Conservation
The local mass balance in the CVFEM can be proved without applying the Green’s theorem
to the weak form of the Richards equation. Since the basis function NI is defined on the
solution domain Ω, the following transformation is valid:
NI =
∫ NI
0
dzˆ (A.4)
where zˆ is taken as the dimensionless coordinate orthogonal to the solution domain Ω.
Substituting equation (A.4) for the basis function NI into equation (A.3) then yields:∫
Ω
∫ NI
0
θs
∂Sw
∂t
dzˆda+
∫
Ω
∫ NI
0
∇ · qdzˆda = 0 (A.5)
It should be noted that the integrands in the equation (A.3) are all defined on the solution
domain Ω so that we can move them into the integration over the new orthogonal coordinate
zˆ in equation (A.5) by assigning them a zero component in the new coordinate. The equation
(A.5) is exactly the expression of the Divergence Theorem on the extended solution domain
defined by the basis function NI and the solution domain Ω:
∫
Ω
∫ NI
0
dzˆda.
The CV-based mass conservation can also be proved step by step as shown in Kropinski
(1990) and Forsyth and Simpson (1991). Applying mass lumping to the storage term and
integration by parts to the flux terms and assuming zero flux boundaries all around, Equation
(A.3) becomes
θs
∂Sw
∂t
∫
Ω
NIda+
∫
Ω
∇NI · qda = 0 (A.6)
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Substituting equation (A.2) with approximating h as h˜, where h˜ is the sum of NJhJ over all
the nodes, into equation (A.6) gives
θs
∂Sw
∂t
∫
Ω
NIda−
∫
Ω
∇NI ·KKr∇
∑
J
NJhJda = 0 (A.7)
Noticing that ∇NI = −∇
∑
J 6=I NJ from NI = 1−
∑
J 6=I NJ , the following equation can be
obtained:
∇
∑
J
NJhJ = ∇NIhI +∇
∑
J 6=I
NJhJ
= −hI∇
∑
J 6=I
NJ + hJ∇
∑
J 6=I
NJ
=
∑
J 6=I
(hJ − hI)∇NJ
(A.8)
Applying equation (A.8) and moving out the summation operator, Equation (A.7) is trans-
formed to:
θs
∂Sw
∂t
∫
Ω
NIda−
∑
J 6=I
(hJ − hI)
∫
Ω
∇NI ·KKr∇NJda = 0 (A.9)
Equation (A.9) is nothing more than the CV-based mass conservation equation, where the
control volume of node I is defined as
∫
Ω
NIda and the mass change in the control volume is
equal to the sum of fluxes from all of its neighbor nodes.
A.2 Control Volumes and Fluxes
It is of great interest to visualize the control volume and understand the fluxes in the Galerkin
FEM. In the previous section the CV-based mass balance was proved in two different ways,
one with an extended domain solution and the other through a step-by-step derivation.
Thus, the control volume and fluxes can also be illustrated in these two ways. An example
of linear triangular elements is provided below and the equivalence between these two proofs
is also verified. However, it should be noted that the control volume and fluxes can not be
easily obtained and visualized in the extended solution domain if the basis function NI is
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a polynomial of order higher than one and/or the solution domain is of dimension greater
than two. So, the example of bilinear rectangular elements is only investigated using the
step-by-step derivation.
As illustrated in Figure A.1 the linear basis function for triangular elements can be ex-
pressed as
NI =
αI + βIx+ γIy
2A
(A.10)
where
α1 = x2y3 − x3y2, β1 = y2 − y3, γ1 = x3 − x2
α2 = x3y1 − x1y3, β2 = y3 − y1, γ2 = x1 − x3
α3 = x1y2 − x2y1, β3 = y1 − y2, γ3 = x2 − x1
(A.11)
A =
1
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 x1 y1
1 x2 y2
1 x3 y3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = area of triangle (A.12)
If treated in the extended solution domain, the control volume of node I in the element (or
partial control volume) shown in plot (b) of Figure A.1, where node I is node 2 in the local
node numbering, is composed of the tetrahedra 123D, whose inclined face 13D is determined
by the basis function NI on the new coordinate zˆ. The equation (A.5) states that the mass
change in the tetrahedra 123D is equal to the divergence of the velocity field q, i.e. the sum
of the flux normal to the face 13D and the across-edge fluxes through the faces 12D and
23D. Here, the distinction between the across-edge flux and the flux normal to the inclined
face should be brought to our attention. The former can be interpreted as the boundary
fluxes if the element sits on the boundary, while the latter is only the flux integrated inside
the partial control volume. In the final discretized form of equation (A.5) the across-edge
fluxes through the faces 12D and 23D will be canceled out by the across-edge fluxes through
the same faces into adjacent partial control volumes around node I. Therefore, both the
across-edge fluxes and the element-based mass conservation will remain undefined in the
continuous Galerkin finite element solution, even though the CV-based mass conservation
will always hold valid. In light of the great importance of the across-edge fluxes in visualizing
the velocity field and modeling subsurface contaminant transport, many researchers have
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developed postprocessing methods to compute continuous across-edge fluxes, among which
the algorithm by Cordes and Kinzelbach (1992) is one of the most popular.
As the hydraulic head h is approximated with linear basis functions, the Darcy’s equation
(A.2) yields a constant velocity qe in each triangular element.
qe = −KKr∇
3∑
j=1
Njhj (A.13)
Since the inclined face 13D is a straight plane, the normal flux Qe2 is equal to the surface
integral of the outer normal component of qe over that face.
Qe2 =
∫
13D
qe · n2da (A.14)
where n2 is the unit outer normal vector. The outer vector N2 normal to the inclined
plane 13D can be obtained from the cross product of vectors
−→
BA and
−−→
BC, which are the
intersecting lines of the inclined face and the coordinate planes.
−→
N2 =
−→
BA×−−→BC =

~i ~j
~ˆ
k
0 1 ∂N2/∂y
1 0 ∂N2/∂x
 = β22A~i+ γ22A~j − ~ˆk (A.15)
Substituting the above result into equation (A.14), the flux Qe2 can also be obtained as
Qe2 =
∫
13D
qe ·
−→
N2
|−→N2|
da
=
∫
13D
(
qex~i+ q
e
y
~j + 0
~ˆ
k
)
·
(
β2
2A
~i+
γ2
2A
~j − ~ˆk
)
cos θ2da
=
(
qex
β2
2A
+ qey
γ2
2A
)∫
123
da
= qex
β2
2
+ qey
γ2
2
(A.16)
where θ2 is the angle between the base plane 123 and the inclined plane 13D and cos θ2 is
the inverse of the length of
−→
N2.
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If following the step-by-step derivation, the partial control volume of any node in an
element is simply 1/ni of the element, where ni is the number of nodes in that element. This
verifies the size, but not the shape, of the partial control volume. So, the partial control
volumes formed by connecting the vertices, middle points, and centroid of the elements are
only applicable for the practical purpose. Figure A.2 illustrates some examples in typical
2D and 3D elements, where the partial control volume of node 2 in the triangular element
is equal to the area EOF2.
According to equation (A.9) there are two fluxes associated with node 2 in the triangular
element in plot (a) of Figure A.2. As shown below the sum of these two fluxes is the same
as the normal flux Qe2 in equation Figure A.16:
Qe2 =
3∑
j=1,j 6=2
(hj − h2)
∫
Ωe
∇N2 ·KKr∇Njda
= (h1 − h2)
(
KxK
u12
r
β1β2
4A
+KyK
u12
r
γ1γ2
4A
)
+
(h3 − h2)
(
KxK
u23
r
β3β2
4A
+KyK
u23
r
γ3γ2
4A
)
=
(
KxK
u12
r (h1 − h2)
β1
2A
+KxK
u23
r (h3 − h2)
β3
2A
)
β2
2
+(
KyK
u12
r (h1 − h2)
γ1
2A
+KyK
u23
r (h3 − h2)
γ3
2A
) γ2
2
= qex
β2
2
+ qey
γ2
2
(A.17)
where u12 and u23 are the index of the upstream node with higher hydraulic head (Kropinski ,
1990; Forsyth and Simpson, 1991), and the expressions for qex and q
e
y are easily found by the
substitution of equation Figure A.10 into equation Figure A.13. In plot (a) of Figure A.3 the
flow Qe2 can be further verified to amount to the product of the element velocity component
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normal to the midline
−→
EF and the length of the midline because
Qe2 = q
e
x
β2
2
+ qey
γ2
2
= qex
|−→EF |
2
cos θ
′ − qey
|−→EF |
2
sin θ
′
=
(
qt,ex − qt,ey
) |−→EF |
2
(A.18)
where the subscripts t and l denote the directions perpendicular and parallel to EF , respec-
tively. The midline
−→
EF is different than the border EOF of the partial control volume of
node 2 in plot (a) of Figure A.2; however, the fluxes across both lines will be equal since the
two lines form a closed path inside the element.
Cordes and Kinzelbach (1992) defined the sub-triangle E2F in Figure A.3 as a ”patch”
for the partial control volume and the flux Qe2 as the ”patch flux” across the ”patch” border.
Thus, the total control volume for a node is simply a string of ”patches” around that node
with ”patch fluxes” across the their borders as exemplified in plot (c) of Figure A.3. In
the previous section the across-edge fluxes were found to be undefined in the continuous
Galerkin finite element solution so that the element-based mass balance can not be obtained
directly. In order to calculate the across-edge fluxes, impose element-based mass balance
and produce continuous streamlines from postprocessing the finite element solution, Cordes
and Kinzelbach (1992) first established the mass balance over each ”patch” around the node,
where the mass change inside the ”patch” equals the sum of all the fluxes into the ”patch”.
An example is shown in plot (b) of Figure A.3, where the fluxes QE2 and Q
F
2 are exactly
the across-edge fluxes since the areas of 12D and 23D in plot (b) of Figure A.2 equal just
half of the element edges 12 and 23, respectively. However, one ”patch” mass balance will
become redundant because the mass balance over all the ”patches” around the node has
already been established in the CV-based finite element solution. Cordes and Kinzelbach
(1992) then introduced the irrotationality condition to close the problem, which states that
the integration of the hydraulic pressure gradient around any closed path in the gradient
domain should be zero. In conjunction with the Darcy’s law for the across-edge fluxes, this
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condition can be expressed as: ∮
C
Q
LKKr
· Tds = 0 (A.19)
where C is the closed path, Q is the across-edge flux rate [L3T−1], L is the effective length
[L] perpendicular to the velocity, K is the isotropic hydraulic conductivity [LT] and T is the
unit vector tangential to the closed path. A possible choice of the closed path C is shown in
plot (d) of Figure A.3, which is composed of straight lines perpendicular to the common sides
of the ”patches” around the node. Then, the discrete form of the irrotationality condition
becomes ∑
e
∑
J
QIJs
e
I,J
LIJK
eKruIJ
= 0 (A.20)
where e is the element index, J is the neighbor node index, s is the length of the partial
path, and uIJ is the the upstream node index. Cordes and Kinzelbach (1992) and Dogrul
and Kadir (2006) both gave similar expressions of the discrete irrotationality condition, but
did not include the effects of the heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity field as in equation
(A.20). This might be the cause of the deficiency of this postprocessing method in describing
flow streamlines in strongly heterogeneous fields as argued by Durlofsky (1994) and Mose´
et al. (1994). It should be warned that the closed path in plot (d) of Figure A.3 might
extend outside the ”patches” and even the elements if the ”patches” and elements do not
have sufficient size and shape. In that case, a better closed path should be sought.
The bilinear basis function for rectangular elements is usually transformed from the Carte-
sian coordinates (see plot (a) of Figure A.4) to the local coordinates (ξ, η) (see plot (b) of
Figure A.4) for the purpose of assisting integration in equation (A.9). According to Lapidus
and Pinder (1999) the bilinear basis function can be written in the local coordinates (ξ, η)
as:
NI =
1
4
(1 + ξξI) (1 + ηηI) (A.21)
and the change of coordinates can be achieved through:
∇NI (x, y) = [J]−1∇NI (ξ, η)∫
Ω
f(x, y)da =
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
f(ξ, η)det[J]dξdη
(A.22)
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where det denotes the determinant of matrices and the jacobian matrix [J] is defined as
[J] =
 ∂x∂ξ ∂y∂ξ
∂x
∂η
∂y
∂η
 (A.23)
As shown in plot (d) of Figure A.4 the bilinear basis function N2 defines a curved surface,
whose outer normal vector is not constant, in the extended solution domain. Thus, the
control volume and fluxes of rectangular elements are better illustrated with the step-by-
step derivation. In plot (a) of Figure A.4 the partial control volume of node 2 is represented
by the area AOB2, which is simply 1/4 of the rectangular 1234. Substituting equations
(A.21), (A.22), and (A.23) into equation (A.9), the fluxes between node 2 and nodes 1, 3,
and 4 in the element 1234 can be obtained:
Qe2,1 = (h1 − h2)Kx
∆y
∆x
1
3
− (h1 − h2)Ky∆x
∆y
1
6
Qe2,3 = − (h3 − h2)Kx
∆y
∆x
1
6
+ (h3 − h2)Ky∆x
∆y
1
3
Qe2,4 = (h4 − h2)Kx
∆y
∆x
1
6
+ (h4 − h2)Ky∆x
∆y
1
6
(A.24)
Then, the elemental flux into the partial control volume of node 2 in the x and y directions
can be written as:
Qe2,x = (h1 − h2)Kx
∆y
∆x
1
3
+ (h4 − h2)Kx∆y
∆x
1
6
− (h3 − h2)Kx∆y
∆x
1
6
= (h1 − h2)Kx∆y
∆x
1
3
+ (h4 − h3)Kx∆y
∆x
1
6
Qe2,y = (h3 − h2)Ky
∆x
∆y
1
3
+ (h4 − h2)Ky∆x
∆y
1
6
− (h1 − h2)Ky∆x
∆y
1
6
= (h3 − h2)Ky∆x
∆y
1
3
+ (h4 − h1)Ky∆x
∆y
1
6
(A.25)
, which shows that the elemental flux towards node 2 in the rectangle 1234 in either x or y
direction is actually composed of a primary flux between node 2 and its perpendicular node
and a secondary flux between the other two nodes in the element. As illustrated in plot (c)
of Figure A.4, the primary fluxes pass through 1/3 of the element side or 2/3 of the side
of the partial control volume, while the secondary fluxes pass through 1/6 of the element
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side or 1/3 of the side of the partial control volume. Therefore, from analyzing the fluxes
associated with the partial control volume, we can also discover the shape of the partial
control volume for bilinear rectangular elements.
On the basis of the similarity between the finite difference method and the CVFEM for
rectangular elements Panday et al. (1993) proposed the finite difference approximation of the
CVFEM in the implementation of the influence coefficient matrices developed by Huyakorn
et al. (1984). Equation (A.26) shows the change from the original finite element coefficient
matrix
Qex
Kx
∆x
∆y
=

−1
3
1
3
1
6
−1
6
1
3
−1
3
−1
6
1
6
1
6
−1
6
−1
3
1
3
−1
6
1
6
1
3
−1
3


h1
h2
h3
h4
 ≈

−1
2
1
2
0 0
1
2
−1
2
0 0
0 0 −1
2
1
2
0 0 1
2
−1
2


h1
h2
h3
h4
 (A.26)
to the approximated finite difference coefficient matrix for calculating the fluxes along the x
direction in the rectangle 1234 in Figure A.4. Thus, by modifying the influence coefficients
only in the CVFEM code, a true finite difference (or volume) model can be easily obtained.
A.3 Continuum and Conduit
The derivation and analysis above suggest that the control volume of every node associates
with a few fluxes defined between that node itself and its neighbor nodes in the continuous
Galerkin method. Although the control volume can not be easily visualized for irregular
elements, higher order elements and systems of higher dimensions, the size of partial control
volumes is always equal to the size of the element divided by its number of nodes. All of
these properties have great implication in applying the continuous Galerkin method to mod-
eling a coupled continuum-conduit system. The continuum-conduit system is mostly seen
in petroleum engineering for extracting crude oil, in agricultural practice for draining exces-
sive groundwater, in site remediation for removing subsurface contaminants and in geology
for describing karst aquifers. While the subsurface continuum is usually modeled with 3D
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elements, such as those shown in Figure A.2, the conduits can be modeled as a secondary
continuum, sink terms, or 1D line elements. To our knowledge, modeling the conduits as
discrete networks with 1D line elements is the most qualitative and physically-based ap-
proach. On the basis of the subsurface tile drain component developed by MacQuarrrie and
Sudicky (1996) for the HydroGeoSpheremodel (Therrien et al., 2006), we provide the fol-
lowing suggestions for modeling a continuum-conduit system with the continuous Galerkin
method.
The conduits are perforated pipes so that they can interact with the continuum. We
designate the fluxes perpendicular to the conduits from the continuum as the lateral flow
towards conduits. The lateral flow is the source for determining correct outflow from the
conduit network. According to equation (A.9) the lateral flow can be derived from the fluxes
into the control volume of the nodes defined as conduit nodes. In Figure A.5 the conduit node
5 receives four fluxes from its neighbor continuum nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 and one flux from its
neighbor conduit node 6 into its partial control volume. Each of the four continuum-conduit
fluxes for node 5 is the sum of its directional components over the x, y, and z directions.
Thus, the lateral flow towards the conduit node 5 can be obtained by projecting all the
directional flux components onto the direction perpendicular to the conduit 56. An example
is shown in the right plot of Figure A.5. Of course, all the longitudinal fluxes, including
the conduit flux between nodes 5 and 6, will be neglected and replaced with the actual one-
dimensional conduit flow. This modeling approach is named as the embedded node coupling
approach, where the conduit is represented by all the control volumes of the nodes on the
conduit, in this thesis. So, unform meshing along the conduit should always be applied in
order to produce the correct lateral flow if the conduit size does not vary in space.
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A.4 Figures
Figure A.1: Geometrical properties of the linear basis function for triangular elements.
Figure A.2: Partial control volumes in typical 2D and 3D finite elements.
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Figure A.3: The representation of fluxes over a nodal control volume in triangular elements.
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Figure A.4: The control volume and fluxes of bilinear rectangular elements in Cartesian
and local coordinates.
Figure A.5: The lateral and longitudinal fluxes in a continuum-conduit system modeled
with the continuous Galerkin method.
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APPENDIX B
DRAIN CONDUCTANCE, RESISTANCE
ADJUSTMENT, AND KIRKHAM SOLUTION
B.1 Drain Conductance Method
The drain conductance method from MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988) models
the drain as a head dependent sink condition:
QDi,j,k =
CDi,j,k(hi,j,k − di,j,k) hi,j,k > di,j,k0 hi,j,k ≤ di,j,k (B.1)
where (i, j, k) is the cell index, QD is the drain flow [L3/T], CD is the drain conductance
[L2/T], h is the calculated head [L] in the cell (i, j, k), and d is the drain elevation [L].
Because the drain condutance CD is defined for the three-dimensional block grids used
by MODFLOW, the CD per unit length of drain pipe should be compared with the CD
parameter Cdc used in this study.
B.2 Resistance Adjustment Method
Vimoke and Taylor (1962) determined the resistance adjustment factors from electric analog
experiments for predicting the drain flow under ponded surface. These factors were applied
to adjust the resistance between the resistors around the drain. Referring to Figure B.1, the
resistance adjustment factor can be expressed as:
Cd =
RAQ
Ro
=
Zo
Z ′o
=
138 log10 ρ+ 6.48− 2.34A− 0.48B − 0.12C
376.7
(B.2)
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where Cd is the resistance adjustment factor, Ro is the characteristic resistance of a square
sheet of the conducting paper, RAQ is the resistance from the drain wall to the neighbor
resistors, Z ′o is the characteristic impedance of free space, Zo is the characteristic impedance
of a transmission line, ρ = D/d, where D is the side length of square conducting paper [L]
and d is the drain diameter [L], A = (1 + 0.405ρ−4)/(1− 0.405ρ−4), B = (1 + 0.163ρ−8)/(1−
0.163ρ−8), and C = (1 + 0.067ρ−12)/(1 − 0.067ρ−12). Because the electric resistance is
inversely analogous to the hydraulic conductivity, the inverse of Cd should be compared
with the RA factor Cra used in this study.
B.3 Kirkham Solution
Kirkham (1949) solved the drain flow by equation (B.3) and pressure head by equation (B.4)
analytically for the ponded flow to drain tubes. This drainage problem is defined similarly
as the steady state drainage example in Chapter 2 except that the drain center was used as
the origin of the coordinates (Kirkham, 1949).
Q =
4pik (t+ d− r)
2 ln
tan
pi(2d−r)
4h
tan pir
4h
+ 2
∑∞
m=1 ln
(
cosh pima
2h
+cos pir
2h
cosh pima
2h
−cos pir
2h
· cosh pima2h −cos
pi(2d−r)
2h
cosh pima
2h
+cos
pi(2d−r)
2h
) (B.3)
where Q is the drain flow [L2/T], a is the drain spacing [L], d is the depth to drain [L], h
is the depth to impervious layer [L], k is the hydraulic conductivity [L/T], r is the effective
radius [L], t is the ponded water depth [L].
φ =
Q
4pik
∞∑
m=−∞
ln
(
cosh pi(x−ma)
2h
− cos piy
2h
cosh pi(x−ma)
2h
+ cos piy
2h
· cosh
pi(x−ma)
2h
+ cos pi(2d−y)
2h
cosh pi(x−ma)
2h
− cos pi(2d−y)
2h
)
+ d+ t (B.4)
where φ is the piezometric head and x and y are the horizontal and vertical coordinates,
respectively.
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B.4 Figures
Q
O A
Rd
Rd/2
resistor
resistance
drain boundary
Figure B.1: The square resistor network used by Vimoke and Taylor (1962) for
representing the drain in their electric analog experiments.
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